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Host System Requirements
Hardware
The Artisan Computer System utilizes a Host Computer in the form of any IBM, or compatible, personal computer. A “Host”
computer is defined as a computer that is used for tasks such as defining an organ from its specifications, and performing
various diagnostic operations to verify proper system operation.
The Host computer is not a permanent part of the operating organ control system.
The Host computer requirements are not very stringent. It is actually preferable to have an older 386 or 486 era of computer,
since those computers usually had a better version of DOS. The Artisan Computer Control System software is DOS-based,
and thus these older computers work better. This is not to say that the more current computers will not work. They will, but
many times there is a conflict with Windows when using the COM ports that causes a small frustration factor.

Software
The Host computer should have the following software installed at the time of purchase, or upgraded to this level at a later
date:
A word processor. It should have the capability of saving files in ASCII (text format), since the definition that will be written for
the organ must be in text format for the organ compiler.
DOS 5.0, or above. One reason for specifying DOS 5.0 is because it has a very usable text editor which can be used for
defining the organ.
All other software is available on our web site, www.artisan-intruments.com, or directly from Artisan Instruments, Inc. On a
disk.

Setting up the Host Computer
The first thing to do is to become familiar with some of the basic DOS commands on your computer so that you can
manipulate the files necessary to begin work on your organ definition.
Most of the current computer are Windows-based, but they do have provision for entering the DOS mode. This is either a
selection choice from the ‘Start’, ‘Programs’ commands, or a choice of having the computer boot up in the DOS mode. In
either case, the computer should present the “Command Prompt” on the screen, which is:
C:\>
At this point the computer is waiting for a command from the user.
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Since you need to transfer files either from the Artisan web site, or from a disk supplied by Artisan, the first action is to set up
a sub-directory on the hard drive as a separate place to store these files on the hard drive. The first command is to create the
sub-directory.
C:\>md artisan
NOTE: Every command is followed by an ENTER, or RETURN. This will be assumed from this point, on.
Now that you have created a sub-directory on the hard drive, the next command will open that sub-directory for you.
C:\>cd\artisan
[This command changes from the C:\>, or root directory, to the sub-directory under C:\> named artisan].
The screen will now show the following:
C:\artisan>
If you are accessing the web site, the main file that needs to be placed into this sub-directory is the one labelled
ARTISAN3.EXE. Following the directions on the web site, this file can be saved directly into C:\artisan.
If you are transferring this file from a floppy disk, place the disk into the 3.5” drive of the computer and issue the following
command:
C:\artisan>copy A:*.*, or C:\artisan>copy A:\ARTISAN3.EXE
Since ARTISAN.EXE is the only file on the disk, either method will work.
Once this has happened, check to see that this file actually got into the C:\ARTISAN sub-directory. To do this, issue the
following command.
C:\artisan>dir
The computer will display the filename if it has successfully been copied to the sub-directory.
The disk in the A:\ drive can be removed, and stored in a place that will keep it from getting damaged.

Viewing Files
Most Application programs have a README file associated with them. This is usually used to provide instructional
information or to show any changes to the manual since the last release, so they can be noted. To view the README file
directly on the computer screen, type the following command:
C:\ARTISAN>type readme
computer will “type” the file so that it is readable on the screen. It will actually scroll through the file from beginning to end,
probably at a rate faster than you can read it thoroughly. Therefore, if the file is greater than one screen, you need to have a
method of “freezing” it on the screen so that you can read it. To do this, add another part to the command above.
C:\artisan>type readme |more
(the vertical line is usually found in the upper case position of the backslash key)
This will cause the screen to stop when the first screen is full, and then wait until you hit the space bar before moving to the
next screen.
You may want to have a “hard copy” of the file for future reference. This means you have to have a printer connected to the
computer. If it is a parallel printer (sometimes typified as Centronics, life becomes simple). All you have to do is turn it on,
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and type the following command:
C:\artisan>copy readme prn
Life is a little more complicated if you have a serial printer connected to either COM1 or COM2. The chances are, when your
computer was first configured when it was new, somebody set up the CONFIG.SYS file to accomodate a serial printer. If not,
you may have to refer to the printer manual or to the dealer to have one of the COM ports set up to handle a serial printer.
Assuming that it is already set up, then the command is exactly the same as above for the parallel printer.
In this instance, the README file is a short procedure describing what to do with the other file, ARTISAN.EXE. Since
ARTISAN.EXE is an executable file, all that has to be done is to type the word ARTISAN.
C:\artisan>ARTISAN
This file is condensed, and contains several other files within it. By executing it, you cause the file to break apart. To see all
of the new files, type:
C:\artisan>dir
Again, there is a README file in this new listing of files. It is the README.1ST file, which provides some information on all of
the other files in this directory. Review this to get an idea of the different types of files and their purpose.
Once you have reviewed the README.1ST file, you will see that there are a variety of different kinds of files in the directory.
There are files which include applications, diagnostics, and instruction manuals. It would be useful at this time to print out
those files which are manuals. These are the ones which have a .TXT extension after the filename. To print out a file, use
another file on the disk which is labeled PLIST.COM. An example would be:
C:\artisan>PLIST SYSTEM.TXT
A Similar command would be used to print out other .TXT files.

Other chapters in this manual will use the various files from this directory, and further explanation of their purpose and use will
be given at that time.

Choosing a Text Editor
As mentioned above, there will be the need for a text editor in order to write the organ definition. If your computer has DOS
6.0, or above, it contains a very good text editor which is ideal for the job. If not, then you should obtain a word processor
which has a text mode so that the definition file can be saved as a text file.
The ORgan TRANslator, ORTRAN, is the compiler which converts the definition file into software for the organ computers.
The reason for the text editor requirement is because the compiler does not want to see the hidden codes that a normal word
processor enters into the file. These codes are not usually shown on the screen (although with a word processor like
WordPerfect they can be made visible), but are embedded in the text so that what you see on the screen will be exactly the
way you will see it when it is printed out.
Once the sub-directories and files are organized per the instructions, above, you are now ready to proceed with your organ
definition or to view and work with some of the files in the directory.
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Introduction to the Artisan Computer Control System
The system concept
The Artisan Computer Control System uses a number of single board computers distributed throughout the organ. One
resides in the organ console, and the others (up to a total of 15) are placed in the chambers close to the pipework. This
concept was used in order to divide the workload among two (minimum), or more computers, depending upon the size of the
organ.
The console computer (Computer # 0) is a communications center and input processor for the entire organ. It is responsible
for accepting input information from keyboards, stops, pistons, swell shoes, etc., and transmitting any change information to
the chamber computer(s). It is also responsible for the combination action. The only outputs controlled by the console
computer are the magnets associated with stop actions. The console computer is also responsible for communicating with the
Host Computer, and allowing the Host Computer to communicate with the other organ computers through its RS-232
connection with the console computer.
The pictorial diagram below shows how the computers in the system are related:
The chamber computers are responsible for receiving change information from the console computer, and then acting upon it
by causing a particular pipe to turn on or off. The chamber computers also are given the stop and coupler information related
to the ranks under their control so that the proper pipes are played at the proper pitch. Each chamber computer can control
up to 32 pipe chests. With a possible 15 chamber computers, it means that the entire system can control up to 61,440 pipe
chest magnets! With straight pipe chests, at an average of 73 chest magnets, this means that the system can control several
hundred ranks of pipes.
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Figure 1
The multiple computers in the system are connected using a 4 twisted pair CAT-5 cable. Only 2 twisted pair are used for
data transmission, while the remaining 2 pair can be used for carrying 5V and GND from the console to the chamber.
The Host Computer is shown here connected to the Console Computer. This is for purposes of diagnostics and
downloading of runtime software. Otherwise, the Host Computer is not required for system operation.

Note that all of the system computers are identical. They differ from one another only in two respects: Each computer has
software downloaded to it relative to the pipework it has to control, and each computer is addressed 0 thru 15 by a
removeable jumper. Thus, all of the computers are interchangeable with one another.
This computer control system supplants any other type of relay system used in either a pipe or electronic organ. Specifically,
it takes care of all of the internal functions of an organ which are initiated by an organist; from the pressing of a key or stop to
the sounding of a pipe or other form of tone generation. A simplified pictorial drawing of an organ is shown below:

Where the Control System Fits
In any organ, a control system fits between the keyboard(s) and the sound producing elements. In this pictorial, there are
three elements between these two end points; a coupling function element, a combining element, and a voice function
element. These are the “unseen” parts of the organ, but are also the “connective” parts which are essential to producing the
end result.
The coupling function element is situated between the Musical Input element (Keyboard) and the Combiner. The Combiner is
a virtual element in this case, because it resides totally within the computer. It is represented here in the form of a “ghost”
keyboard called a Pseudo Division in order to stay in the musical context. Within the computer, it is much longer than a
regular keyboard, having a length of 120 notes so as to accommodate all of the possible expansion that coupling provides.
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Figure 2
The coupler function is not normally thought of as being in the path between the keybaord and the sound generating device.
However, it is always there, one way or another.
In organs that do not have a Unison Off coupler, one has to be established in the control system. Otherwise, the organ wll
not function. In the Artisan Control System, this is accomplished by use of a Boolean statement in the definition that creates
an “always true” Unison coupler.

As each coupler is enabled, an image of the total number of notes which need to be played is created in the Pseudo Division.
The simplest situation is where only the Unison coupler is enabled, and one note is played on the keyboard. That single note
is imaged in the Pseudo Division in the directly related position so that it is available to turn on a pipe which has a direct
relationship to that note. However, if a sub-coupler (16') and a super coupler (4') are enabled along with the Unison coupler,
the Pseudo Division will now have the image of three notes in it, octavely related. Those three notes are then available to turn
on the three associated pipes. Etc.
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Figure 3
The stop function shown for the floating Trumpet is made to be “true” at all times. This, then, means that is is only
necessary to enable the coupler function in order to have the Trumpet played from either the Swell or Great division.
The stop tab is likely to be engraved Trumpet to Swell, or Trumpet to Great. Normally, these would be thought of as voice
stops, but in this case they are actually couplers.

However, no pipes will speak just yet, because the connective path is not complete. If there is no voice element enabled,
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there is no path for the information to move from the Pseudo Division to the pipe rank(s). Hence, a voice element has to be
enabled by turning on any voice stop related to the keyboard being played.
In the Artisan Computer Control System these three functions are carried out by the console computer and the remote
computer(s) acting in concert. The console computer receives the input information from the keyboard, the coupler(s), and
the stop(s), and communicates the changes which have occurred (from off to on, or on to off) for these three inputs. The
remote computer(s) contain(s) the information relative to what stops and couplers are associated with which rank(s) of pipes,
and when it receives the change information from the console computer, it directs the signal path to the proper driver board to
turn on the chest magnets for the pipes.
A further comment about Pseudo Divisions. For each physical division (manuals and pedal) of the organ, the console
computer develops a Pseudo Division. This is a routine and necessary function of the console computer.
However, there are other occasions where a Pseudo Division can be created in the organ definition where there is no physical
keyboard. This condition occurs when you want to have a “floating” rank of pipes that is not directly related to any of the
physical divisions, but which is available to all of them.
See Figure 3 which shows the relationship of a “floating” Trumpet division to other divisions of the organ. In particular, note
that the Trumpet Stop is defined as being True. This means that it is effectively hard-wired from the Pseudo-Division to the
Trumpet chest. Then, the actual physical tabs on the stop board (which may be dual-magnetic stop actions, drawknobs, or
other), are defined as Couplers, in order to “couple” the Trumpet rank to the desired playing division.
Another situation is where an effect such as Pizzicato or Reiteration is to be applied to a rank of pipes. A Pseudo Division is
defined so that a separate path can be established for routing the signal information. See the pictorial below as an example.
With these inner elements established between the hands of the organist and the sound producing devices located elsewhere,
the definer of the organ has a tremendous number of options available in designing and building the organ.
NOTE: All of the signal paths are “soft-wired” within this system, meaning that any input can be connected to any output by
simply writing definitions for the desired result.
The block diagrams shown in Figures 3 and 4 are representative of some of the possible software combinations of
interconnection between the musical input (keyboard) and the musical output (pipe rank):
The way in which these connections are made will be discussed further in chapter 5 on software.
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Figure 4
Here again, the Solo to Great Pizzicato coupler acts as the voice stop.
In the definition for a Pizzicato Stop, there is a provision for establishing the time in which the voice is enabled. This can
range form several milliseconds for the pipes at the low end of the rank to just a few milliseconds for the upper pipes.
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Discussion of Hardware
The hardware of the Artisan Computer Control System is designed to be modular in nature, using Mother/Daughter Board
relationships in order to minimize the amount of cabling. This allows ease of assembly of the system, as well as ready
interchange ability of boards of the same type. The system hardware will be discussed in accordance with the overall signal
flow as closely as possible. Pictorials of each board follow the written information.

The picture above shows the complement of hardware typically used in the console module.
From right to left, it consists of a Single Board Computer, a MIDI I/O Bd., a Serial Input Interface Board, an Output Control
Iterface Board,and an Analog to Digital Board.

Input Board - 5 Volt Style
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The first board in the system is the Input Board. It accepts up to 64 wired inputs from various parts of the console; keyboards,
stops, pistons, and other switches. Each input point on the board is held high through a pull-up resistor to the 5V Logic
Supply. If any input point is brought to ground by virtue of a switch closure, the 5V at the input of the ICs on the board also
goes low and represents an enabling signal. When a switch is opened, the IC returns to its 5V state. In either case, it
represents a changed condition that is sent to other items of hardware in the input circuitry.
The input connections on the board are numbered from 1 through 64 as shown on the board in front of the double tiered
screw-down connectors. Note that the first wire connects to a connection point on the lower row, and the second connection
moves to the upper row. And so on, alternately.

Figure 1. Serial Input Board
At the end of the board opposite the end which has the two RJ-11 phone receptacles, there is both a lug with mating
connector and a screw hole in the board. These are for the connection of a COMMON. Whatever input section of the organ
that is being wired to the Input Boards will have a buss that represents its COMMON. e.g., each manual division will have a
Common connected to one side of all of the switch contacts. This is what needs to be connected to either the COMMON lug
or to the hole in the board using 6-32 screw, washer and nut hardware.
The Serial Input Boards can be “daisy-chained” from one to the next up to a maximum of 4 boards. Then, each group of 1 to
4 Serial Input Boards are connected back to a Serial Input Interface Board (see next section) by means of a 6-wire phone
cable.
Adjacent to the RJ-11 receptacle that is shown as NEXT, there is provision for a jumper. The last board in a serial string must
have this jumper connected across the two pins.
There can be up to 4 “daisy-chained” Input Boards connected to a Port on a Serial Input Interface Board. This brings up
addressing, since each input of the organ will have a unique address. So that this discussion will make more sense, we will
return to it after a discussion of the Serial Input Interface Board.

The Interface Board
The Interface Board is a board that is used in several applications within the control system. It features a microprocessor and
a dual-port RAM, which makes it suitable for multiple uses simply by changing the firmware in either the PROM or the GALs,
or both. It can be used as a Serial Input Interface Board, as an Output Interface Board, or as a Console Output Interface
Board.
The numbering scheme of the (4) ports at the right-hand end of the board is 0 through 3, starting from the bottom, and going
to the top. The bottom port is the lowest port when the board is held with the edge connector to the left, and text on the board
is readable. [As in the picture, below]
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Figure 2 - The Interface Boards
Each board is also addressable via a 4-position Dip Switch, located just above Port # 3. The boards are numbered 0 through
7 by using only the upper three switches; the fourth switch is not used for addressing. The numbering scheme is as follows:
Board #

Sw 1

Sw 2

Sw 3

Sw 4

1

Off

Off

Off

N/A

2

On

Off

Off

N/A

3

Off

On

Off

N/A

4

On

On

Off

N/A

5

Off

Off

On

N/A

6

On

Off

On

N/A

7

Off

On

On

N/A

8

On

On

On

N/A

As a further guideline, a switch is in the OFF position when it is rocked to the left.

Serial Input Interface Board
When used as the Serial Input Interface Board, the firmware of this board is designed so that the connected Input Boards are
scanned to determine if any contacts have been closed.
There can be as many as 16 Input Boards connected to the four ports of the Input Interface Board. Each port can have up to
four boards connected in a daisy chain, such that Port 0 will cover the first 256 inputs, Port 1 will cover from 257 through 512,
Port 3 will cover from 513 through 768, and Port 4 will cover from 769 through 1024.
Normally, the connections will not be made in this contiguous manner. The first 4 Input Boards will likely be connected one for
each port, so the input numbering scheme will actually be: 1 through 64, 257 through 321, 513 through 577, and 769 through
833.
There is no prohibition regarding the connecting of 4 Input Boards all to a single port. It's just that the overall load is better
balanced if all 4 ports are utilized before the 5th board is installed on Port 0.
The electrical position of these Input Boards does, of course, have a direct relationship to what is called an Input Bit Address,
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or IBA. Thus, consideration must be given to their electrical position relative to the ports on the Input Interface Board when
assigning Input Bit Addresses in the Organ Definition later on.
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Figure 3 - Serial Input Board Layout
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The numbers shown represent (a), the Port:Serial Input Board, and (b), the actual IBA Input Bit Address range.

Logic Mother Board
This board is established to hold a variety of hardware. It exists in both the console and the chamber(s), but there are some
differences in the type of hardware it will hold depending upon its location.
The Logic Mother Board is the main Artisan bus consisting of 44 power, ground, and data lines which form the means of
communication to and from the Single Board Computer.
Thus, the Dauqhter Board hardware that is plugged into The Logic Mother Board must conform to its bus structure. Some
daughter boards have DIP switches on them that allow for specific addressing to differentiate them from other like boards on
the bus. [See Fig. 5]Reference the Interface Boards

Figure 4 - Logic Mother Board
The Logic Mother Board is available in two sizes. A small one has 5 crad edge connectors, and a large one has 9 edge
connectors.

Single Board Computer
The Single Board Computer is another multiple use board in the control system, although When it is placed in the console it
has a function that is different from when it is placed in a Logic Mother Board in the chamber(s). It uses a 68B09 CPU (Central
Processing Unit) running at 8 mHz. It has a PROM (Programmable Read Only Memory) into which is embedded the Monitor
software which includes the start-up procedure, as well as several housekeeping functions. There are two RAMs (Random
Access Memory) into which the runtime software is downloaded. The RAMs are battery backed-up by lithium 3 volt batteries
to maintain their non-volatility. There is also a section of the board which is responsible for communications; both RS-232 and
RS-422.
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Figure 5 - Single Board Computer.
When the Single Board Computer is used in the console, it is responsible for the communications from the Host Computer to,
and through it, for all of the computers in the system. Later, when the Host Computer is disconnected from the Console
Computer, the Console Computer is still responsible for sending change information to all of the other computers in the
system, as well as the combination action.
When the Single Board Computer is used in a chamber location, its function becomes different. It is now responsible for
outputs, instead of inputs. It recognizes whatever information is destined for it, removes this information from the
communications line, and processes it for the purpose of enabling output devices.
Each Single Board Computer has provision for board addressing (i.e., identifying its location) by means of a jumper placed on
a header. Only the upper 4 positions of the header are used for addressing purposes. This is a binary form of addressing, and
it only takes the combinations of 1, 2, 4, and 8 to cover the maximum number of 16 computers which can exist in the system.
The addressing scheme is shown in Table 1, below:
HEADER POSITION

Board #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

JA

JB

JC

JD

JE
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

JF
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

Analog/Digital Input Board
This is a special input board that is inserted into the Logic Mother Board. It is designed to accept inputs from an analog device
such as a potentiometer on a swell shoe or crescendo shoe. It translates this analog information into digital information and
presents it to the console computer to transmit out to the chamber computers. Chamber computers treat the information
much the same as for chest magnets, but instead the information is usually directed to swell shade motors.

Figure 6 - Analog/Digital Board

Output Control Board
This board is identical to the previously described Serial Input Interface Board, except for having a different firmware. It is
designed to control up to 4 Rank Driver Boards, one on each of its 4 ports. [See Figure 2]
There are two configurations of the Output Control Board, depending upon whether it is used with the Console Computer, or
one of the Chamber Computers.
When used in the console (SCON), its firmware is designed to control the ON and OFF conditions of the stop magnets in
conjunction with the Combination Action.
When used in the chamber(s) (SRNK). its function is to control the pipe chest magnets via the Rank Driver Boards. In
addition, it can control the effects of output devices. For example, it can control pizzicato, sustain, sostenuto, and reiteration.

MIDI I/O Board
A board similar to the Output Control Board is provided for the various MIDI configurations. There are three applications for
this board; MIDI In, MIDI Record/Playback, and MIDI Device Driver.

MIDI In
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When the board is used for MIDI In, only one of the two channels is required. The usual application is when a keyboard or
organ has MIDI Out, and it is desired to either (a), drive pipework, or (b) drive the “Ranks In A Box” add-on module. The
board is placed in the Console Computer Module.

MIDI Record/Playback
This is similar to the above application. The board is placed in the Console Computer Module. It is connected to a MIDI
Sequencer (either hardware or software) so that the change information from the console can be directed to the sequencer,
and then received from the sequencer on Playback so as to directly drive the Control System to recreate the original
performance.

MIDI Driver
Both channels can be used in this application. The board is placed in either the Console Computer Module, or any of the
Chamber Computer Modules. When used in this manner, each MIDI board can drive up to 32 MIDI channels.

Figure 7 - MIDI I/O Board

Rank Driver Board
This board is used with the Output Control Board described above. It is assembled in different configurations, depending on
the number of output devices to be controlled. Generally, the output devices are chest magnets of a pipe organ, so the boards
come in sizes of 49, 61, 73, 85, or 96 outputs.
The Rank Driver Boards are connected to the Output Control Board by 6-wire phone cable so that the Rank driver Boards can
be placed anywhere that is convenient within the chamber. A Rank Driver Board can be mounted remotely on the chest itself,
thus reducing the amount of cabling required for hook-up. The distance between the output port of the Output Control Board
and a Rank Driver Board can be as great as 25 feet, with an absolute maximum of 40 feet.
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Figure
8Rank
Driver
Board

Offset-16 Driver Board
No longer available
The Offset-16 Board can be used as a stand-alone board when used to operate swell shades, or as a companion board to the
Rank Driver Board for pipe ranks greater than 96 pipes. Its name comes from the fact that it has up to 16 outputs, and is
usually associated with an offset chest as part of an extended rank of pipes. The reason for this is because the offset chest is
usually located a few feet away from the main chest, so the cable from the Output Control Board can be connected to the
Offset-16 Driver Board first, and then through it to the main Rank Driver Board.
In the upper, center of the board them are two headers which directly correspond to the 16 board outputs. When the Offset-16
Rank Driver Board is used to drive offset chests which may contain up to 16 pipes, a jumper is provided to be placed in the
position related to the last pipe on the offset chest. This, then, forces a continuation of onto the Rank Driver Board for the
remainder of the rank.
For example, if an offset chest contained 7 pipes, the jumper would be placed at position number 7. In so doing, the data
information will then transfer from that point on to the main Rank Driver Board to provide complete continuity of the entire
rank.

Figure 9 - Offset-16 Board

Cabling
RS-232 Cable
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An important part of the hardware, in addition to the circuit boards is the cabling that interconnects them.
The RS-232 cable is used to link the Host Computer and the Console Computer. There are two possible configurations of the
end connector at The Host Computer; either a DB-25 or a DB-9, depending on the Host Computer being used. Both
configurations are shown in the drawing of Fig. 10.
It is made from the same type of cable that is used for the RS-422 cable described next. The cable is generally known as
CAT-5, or Category 5 cable used extensively in the telephone industry. It consists of 4 twisted pairs following the telephone
colour code. Only 3 of the 8 wires are used for RS-232 communications.
The length of the cable should be less than 25 feet, which is more than adequate to allow the Host computer to be situated a
convenient distance near the organ console.

RS-422 Communications Cable
The second communications cable used in the system is the RS-422 cable that connects each remote computer, from one to
the next in a daisy chain manner.
This cable uses 2 of the 8 twisted pairs for the RS-422 communications. There are 2 transmit lines and 2 receive lines,
labelled as TX+, TX-, RX+, and RX-. The remaining twisted pair can be used to carry 5V and common for use in controlling
solid-state relays in the chamber which will turn on the local 5V Logic power supplies, blowers, and main rectifier.
Of particular concern when making up these cables is to make absolutely certain that the same twisted pair is used for the
designated connections at each end. See the circles enclosing the twisted pairs in Fig 11 .
Them are actually two cables involved in the RS-422 communications. One Of them is wired for the communications link
between the Console Computer (Computer O) and any one of the chamber computers (#s 1 through 15). Whichever chamber
computer is first in line will be considered Computer # 1.
The other cable is shown in the lower section of Fig. 11. This cable is wired so that all of the computers, #1 through #15, look
exactly alike when viewed from Computer #O. In other words, they are all in parallel.

Figure 10 - Cable drawing of RS-232 cable which connects the Host Computer to the Console Computer.
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Output Driver Cabling
Flat, 6-wire phone cables are used to connect the Output Control Boards to the Rank Driver Boards, or to the Offset-16 Driver
Boards. There are occasions where the Offset-16 Driver Board is mounted on an offset chest, and the Rank Driver Board is
mounted on the main chest. A cable is made up to connect the Output Control Board to the Offset-16 board first, and then a
second cable is constructed which connects the output of the Offset-16 board to the input of the Rank Driver Board.
Regardless of where the driver boards are mounted with respect to the Output Control Board, the cables are constructed in
the same manner. They differ only in their length, which should not exceed at maximum, a distance of 40 feet from the port on
the Output Control Board. The nominal length is 25 feet.
When assembling these cables, proceed as follows:
1) Cut the cable to the required length, and strip both ends with a special cutting and crimping tool designed for this type of
termination. These tools can be found in stores which sell telephone cable or telephone installation supplies.
2) Make sure the stripping tool has not cut into any of the conductors.
3) Place the stripped end of the cable into the RJ11 phone plug. Note that the locking tab is on the underside. A good Rule-ofThumb is to establish the cable and connector position so that “White is on the Right”.
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Referring to the White wire in the 6-wire phone cable.

4) Crimp the connector tightly with the crimping tool. This method provides the proper orientation for the cables when plugged
into the receptacles on the Output Control Board and the Rank Driver Boards. In effect, it provides for a 180 degree twist in
the cable - which is correct.
The hardware discussed in this chapter will be further referenced in the following chapter on System Integration.
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Assembling and Wiring the Control System
The purpose of this chapter is to describe how the items of hardware discussed in Chapter 3 are assembled and
interconnected by cabling.
Each grouping of hardware consists of a Single Board Computer surrounded by peripheral hardware that either provides input
information to the computer, or is given information to act upon as an output. A grouping of hardware associated with a Single
Board Computer will be referred to as a Computer Module, such as that shown at the beginning of Chapter 3..
There may be multiple Computer Modules in the chamber(s), depending upon how many chest magnets have to be driven
and their physical location within the chamber.
The general complement of hardware for each Computer Modules (console or chamber) is provided in the listing below:
For the Console Computer Module:
1 to 16 Serial Input Boards
1 to 2 Serial Input Interface Boards
1 Logic Mother Board
1 Single Board Computer
1 Analog/Digital Board [for Swell Shoes, Crescendo, or other analog inputs]
1 to 2 Output Control Boards (to control Driver Boards for stop action magnets)
1, or more, 48-output Driver Boards (for stop action magnets)
1 Power Supply, 5V@3A
1 Power Supply, 12V (battery, or other) for the stop action magnets.
1 Cabling & Connectors
There may also be 1, or more, MIDI boards of various configurations associated with the Console Computer Module.
For each Chamber Computer Module:
1 Logic Mother Board
1 Single Board Computer
1 - 8 Output Control Boards and 1-32 Rank Driver Boards [These vary from 49-notes to 96-notes, depending on the
number of chest magnets].
[Offset-16 Driver Boards are used with 85-note Rank Driver Boards for chests (including an offset chest) with greater than 96
magnets].
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1 Power Supply, 5V @ 3A
1 Brute Power Supply, +12V [for chest magnets and other devices in the chamber]
1 Cabling & Connectors
There may also be 1, or more, MIDI Driver Boards associated with the Console Computer Module.
Note: Each chamber would be configured in a similar manner.
There is no particular order in which boards have to be mounted in their Mother Boards. Boards can be inserted in any
convenient order since they either have address capability via DIP Switches/jumpers, or else their position does not matter at
all. e.g., the Analog to Digital Board
NOTE: All boards in the Artisan Computer Control System are mounted with the components facing to the left as the board is
inserted into its Mother Board. The Mother Board is properly oriented when the 4-terminal connector is located at the righthand end.

Figure 1 - Board Orientation
Each board that plugs into a Logic Mother Board is oreinted properly when held with the edge connector at the left, and with
printing on the board being ‘right reading’.

Figure 2 - Board Orientation
Although the 4-terminal power connection cannot be seen at the right end of the Logic Mother Board, this picture shows
how the boards are inserted so as the components face to the left (away from the 4-terminal connector)
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The organ console or the organ chamber can be wired independently of one another, and even pre-tested independently
before being connected by a data cable to become a complete organ installation.

Assembling Hardware for the Organ Console
Locate a suitable place in the console to mount the Console Computer Module Card Cage. If no card cage was purchased
with the hardware, prepare a suitable area where the hardware can be mounted so that it is rigidly supported. It doesn't matter
how the hardware is oriented, just as long as the connecting cables can have strain relief so as not to apply stress to either
the hardware or the cabling.
Identify all jumpers and switches on the console hardware. And relate them back to the tables on board addressing in Chapter
3.
Address the CPU Board as Board 0 (This means that no jumper will be in place). Place the jumper across the two pins
labeled JE. The utilization of this jumpered connection will be discussed later when communications are covered..
Address the first Serial Input Board as Board 0 (All DIP switches are OFF).
Address the first Output Control Board as Board 2 (2nd DIP Switch is ON all others OFF).
If there is a second Serial Input Board, it will be addressed as Board 1. ( First DIP switch ON)
Similarly, if there is a second Output Control Board, it will be addressed as Board 3. (First and Second DIP switches
ON)
The Analog to Digital Board has no addressing capability since only one board is required per organ.
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Figures 3 & 4 - Mounting the Console Computer Module.
Figure 3 is a viewed through the knee panel section of the console, with the module mounted at the back of the right, inside
wall.
Figure 4 is taken from the rear of the console.

Assemble the components into the Console Module Cabinet
Place the Logic Motherboard in the long slot along the back of the cabinet leaving the four terminal connectors exposed
through the opening in the side of the cabinet. Insert the logic motherboard all the way into the cabinet until it stops against
the spacer block.
Insert the Single Board Computer into the connector in the logic motherboard closest to the rear of the console. This is not
absolutely necessary, but it may be more convenient for connecting the outgoing data cable, or for making a connection from
the Host Computer. Be careful to orient the board so that the component side is facing away from the power terminals at the
end of the Logic Mother Board. Reference the picture, above.
Install the other boards into the Logic Mother Board. The actual location of a board in a particular slot will be based more
upon how the cabling is planned to be connected to the various boards. Note that in the picture the Single Board Computer is
located in the slot closest to the rear of the console. This is because a data cable will be connected to that board which will
exit the console and go to the chamber, or to a record/playback device, or to the Host Computer.
Mount the 5V power supply as close as possible to the end terminals of the Logic Mother Board.
Connect the power supply to the four terminals being careful to maintain correct polarity on both the Positive and Negative 5V
and the + and - sense terminals. See discussion below on Commons and Grounds.

Power wiring, Commons & Grounds.
This is intended to provide a guide to the wiring of the Commons and Grounds in both the Chamber and the Console. There
has been some confusion concerning the use of the terms GROUND, COMMON, NEGATIVE COMMON, etc. Hopefully, this
discussion will clarify the situation.
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NOTE: This discussion deals with the system's NEGATIVE COMMON and GROUND only.
The NEGATIVE COMMON is that circuit which connects all of the NEGATIVE CONNECTIONS together; it is not intended to
convey any other meaning, nor will it be used in any other way. The GROUND is primarily a Safety Circuit, required by most
localities (see the National Electrical Code) that also provides the system electronics with a measure of external noise
rejection. It is also helpful in ensuring that the differential voltage in the communications system remains small.
For Safety purposes, it is recommended that the case of the 5V power supply should be connected to Earth ground ( via the
tie block ) if not already connected to a 3-wire receptacle ground.
Please adhere to the wiring layout in the drawing exactly! It is designed to provide the best protection against voltage drops (
due to high currents ), and the best isolation against injected and common mode noise. Other circuits may work, but Artisan
Instruments will not accept responsibility if a failure results as a function of improper or inadequate wiring.
The 'tie block', shown here, is recommended when the number of wires under one terminal exceeds three or so. A popular
device for the 'tie block' is the NEUTRAL CONNECTION BAR found in most circuit distribution panels, and available from
most Electrical Supply Houses.

Figure 5 - Tie Block
The tie block can be either copper or aluminum.

* Note 1: Wire specification; 12 to 14ga,
fine stranded.
* Note 2: Wire specification; See voltage drop table, minimum 12ga
* Note 3: Wire specification; See voltage drop table, minimum 16ga
* Note 4: Wire specification; 12 to 14ga, fine stranded, GREEN or

Yellow/Green.

* Note 5: Wire specification; 24ga minimum, (applies only to Console)
* Note 6: Only the Earth GROUND may be GREEN, all other circuits must be some other color. Black is the most common for
NEGATIVE COMMON.
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Figure 6 - Common & Ground Wiring.
Note that, while obvious, the + power leads are not shown. The wire size must be a counterpart of the corresponding
Ground, or Common.

The following wire table is based on a maximum of 0.1 volt drop per wire segment.
0.1v divided by amps = maximum ohms
Feet divided maximum ohms = feet/ohm of wire
VOLTAGE DROP TABLE

Feet

1

Amps

2

4

8

16

Wire Size

3

16ga 16ga 16ga 16ga 12ga

5

16ga

6

16ga 16ga 16ga 12ga 10ga

10

16ga 16ga 14ga 12ga 8ga

20

16ga 14ga 12ga

8ga

4ga

40

14ga 12ga

8ga

4ga

2ga

80

12ga

8ga

4ga

2ga

00ga

160

8ga

4ga

2ga

320

4ga

2ga

16ga

16ga

14ga

12ga

00ga 0000ga

00ga 0000ga

Table data is from 'Table of Standard Annealed Wire, Using American Wire Gauge ( B&S )' Allied Electronics Data Handbook,
Copyright (C) 1966, using data from the National Electrical Code. All sizes have been 'rounded up' to the nearest larger
common size.
As a final note, it is HIGHLY RECOMMENDED that ALL connections in the NEGATIVE COMMON and GROUND system, be
re-tightened after 1 month, and then checked regularly (quarterly?) forever.

WIRING THE INPUT BOARDS
A Serial Input Board is identified by the double stack of green screw terminals along one side. Notice that there is a IN
connector and a NEXT connector on one end of the board (the RJ-11 connectors). Beside the NEXT connector there is a
small 2 pin jumper Up to 4 of these input boards may be daisy chained by using the IN and NEXT connectors (See Figure 3 in
Chapter 3). The RJ11 Phone connection wire will go from the FIRST input board in the chain to the FIRST port (Port 0)
connector on the Serial Input Control Board in the Console Module. The small jumper pins beside the NEXT connector should
be shorted on the LAST board in the chain ONLY. All other boards in the chain should have the jumpers removed (placed
across one pin only).
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At the opposite end of the board there is a spade lug. The spade lug will supply the COMMON (negative) connection to the
device supplying the input. If it is a keyboard, connect a wire from the key contact common bus to this spade lug.
Connect the wires from each individual key starting with lowest C to an Input Board, terminal 1. Continue the wiring until all 61
keys are wired. You will have 3 input terminals left over when you finish as there are 64 terminals on each input board. Do not
connect the key contact common to any other source of ground or negative voltage. It connects only to the spade lug of the
input board that services those contacts.
IMPORTANT! You must always start a keyboard or a pedalboard lowest note C with terminal screw number 1. Since the
pedal contacts will only occupy 32 of the available 64 terminals on an Input Board you may freely use the remaining 32 pins of
that Input Board for pistons, toe studs, stop sense, etc. In each case the common side of each input device must be
connected to the spade lug of the input board servicing that device.
After wiring the keyboards to the input boards then continue to wire the stop sense contacts, pistons, toe studs, buttons, and
all other input devices to the remainder of the input boards. DO NOT connect swell pedals or crescendo pedals to input
boards. They will be connected to the A to D board later in the process of installation, unless they have discrete contacts.
Preferably, however, all discrete contacts should be replaced with a 10K potentiometer.
After wiring all available inputs to input boards, then make your connection from the input boards to the Input Control Board in
the Console Module. [See Chapter 3 for making up the cables]. Make sure that you never daisy chain more than four input
boards on any one port. Make sure that the jumper pins are shorted on only the last board of a chain.
Repeat this procedure for all required cables and connect the daisy chains to the ports on the Input Control Board. The order
of connection will always be: Keyboards first, then Pedalboard, Then stops, pistons, buttons, toe studs, and all other inputs.

WIRING THE STOP ACTION MAGNET DRIVER BOARDS
There has already been wiring from the Stop Action Sense switch to the Serial Input Boards. There should also be a cable
connected to the ON and OFF coils of the Stop Action Magnets which will be connected to the Stop Driver Board(s).
NOTE: The Stop Driver Boards are identical to the Rank Driver Boards, except for the designation. All of these boards have
outputs which are a multiple of 8. The boards designated as Rank Driver Boards will have outputs in excess of the number of
chest magnets since they are designated by rank lengths of 49, 61,73, 85, or 97. The Stop Action Magnets, on the other
hand, are always paired as an ON and an OFF magnet, so the Stop Action Magnet driver boards are designated by the
maximum number of outputs.
The Stop Action Magnet driver boards will be either 48 or 64 outputs. This is recommended in order to distribute the current
load more evenly amongst smaller groups of magnets.
Mount the Stop Action Driver Boards at a location within the console convenient to the cabling coming from the Stop Action
magnets.
Connect the cabling from the Stop Action Magnets, starting with the first ON magnet being connected to the first output point
on the screw-down connector of the driver board. The numbering of the driver boards begins at the end where the 74HCT541
IC is located, and continues clockwise around the edge of the board.
Connect the OFF magnet of the first Stop Action to the second output, and continue this method alternately around the board.
That is, ON magnets on odd numbers, and OFF magnets on even numbers.
This method is preferred to the wiring of all ON magnets on one board and all OFF magnets on a separate board. It allows for
a better load distribution if a large registration is made from a combination action piston.
Bring the COMMON from that group of Stop Action magnets to the terminal of the board marked Chest Common. This wire
should be a #12 or #14, stranded.
The reason for this is that each group of stops associated with a given driver board requires its own separate common.
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Power and Ground Wiring
Establish two tie blocks.. One for the NEGATIVE of the driver board, and one for the POSITIVE COMMON of the driver
board. The ideal type is like that shown in the picture of Figure 5 available from electrical supply outlets.
Position a 12 volt power source as close as possible to the driver boards. A 12 volt equipment battery with line charger is
recommended, as shown in the picture of Figure 7. If an equipment battery is chosen, make sure it has large lugs, and not
the flimsy ones found on some small batteries.
Using #10 stranded wire, connect the power source to the junctions.
Using # 12 or #14 stranded wire, connect the distributed power to the Driver Boards.
From the respective POSITIVE and NEGATIVE junctions, connect a pair of wires to each driver board, with the POSITIVE
wire on the center, + terminal, and the NEGATIVE wire on the - terminal.
There should also be a high current switch in at least one of the lines from the power source. If only in one line, it should be
the POSITIVE line. This switch (or relay) is powered via the organ ON/OFF switch so that all power sources are disabled
when the main switch is turned off.

Figure 7 - Stop Action Magnet Power Connections.

Figure 8 - Equipment battery used for stop action magnet supply. Along with the battery is an automatic charger.
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Assembling Hardware in the Chamber
In a Chamber Computer Module, there will only be three types of hardware: a Single Board Computer, one (or more) Output
Control Board(s), and possibly one (or more) MIDI Output Control Board(s).
In the group of hardware for the chamber(s) there is an assortment of Rank Driver Boards. These are supplied in a varying
number of outputs based upon the organ specifications. They are designated as 49-note, 61-note, 73-note, 85-note, or 97note, based upon the number of chest magnets of a given rank.
The Rank Driver Boards are much like the Serial Input Boards in the console. While they are part of the Computer Module,
they are designed to be mounted anywhere that is convenient. The intent of this design is to allow them to be mounted
directly at the chest itself, and then connect back to the Chamber Computer Module by means of a 6-wire phone cable. This
method reduces the amount of multi-wired cable that is need to connect the chest magnets to the Rank Driver Boards.
An alternate method is to mount both the Chamber Computer Module and the Rank Driver Boards on a panel at some
convenient location in the chamber. This method increases the length and size of the cables need to connect the chest
magnets to the Rank Driver Boards, and consequently makes the 6-wire phone cabling rather minimal.

Figure 9 - Layout of Rank Driver Boards in the Chamber

Either method will work. The only restriction may be the length of a 6-wire phone cable if the Rank Driver Boards are mounted
on the chests. The recommended nominal distance is 25 feet, since the 5V power for the driver boards is carried through the
6-wire cable. It is possible this length can be extended to 40 feet without a significant drop in voltage, but caution is necessary
since conditions can vary.
Once the Rank Driver Boards are mounted, the Chamber Computer Module can be mounted at a convenient location. If the
Rank Driver Boards have been mounted on a panel, the Computer Module should be mounted as close to them as possible.
The same conditions apply as were mentioned for the Console Computer Module.
Mount the 5V Logic Power Supply close to the Chamber Computer Module. Also close by the power supply, mount the Solid
State Relay that controls the AC voltage to the power supply. See the wiring of the RS-422 cable in Chapter 3 from the
Console Computer Module to the Chamber Computer Module to see how the 5 volts from the console power supply is brought
through the data cable to turn on the Solid State Relay.
See the drawing on the next page for the Solid State Relay mounted in the chamber to see how it will control a relay for the
Brute Supply, and a motor control relay for the blower.
The relays, K1 and K2, have 120VAC coils which are energized through the SSR (Solid State Relay). Their contacts must
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have the current carrying capability required by the loads connected to them.

Figure 10 - Hi Current Relay
This type of relay is available from a supplier such as Grainger.

Wiring the Data Cables for the Rank Driver Boards
The 6-wire phone cabling can now be made up, connecting each Rank Driver Board to a specific port in the Output Control
Boards. At the time of this physical connection, it does not matter which port is used for which Rank Driver Board.
All that is necessary is to make a list of which Rank Driver Board is connected to which port in which Output Control Board.
Remember that the ports are numbered 0 through 3, starting from the bottom of the board. This information will be used later
in the organ definition file to show the computer where the Rank Driver Boards are located by actual address.
Along with the cabling from the chest magnets there is also a COMMON FOR THAT CHEST that is brought to the same Rank
Driver Board as the chest magnet wiring. Like the driver boards in the console, that COMMON is connected to the upper
terminal of the Rank Driver Board (this is labeled Chest Common on later driver boards).
There may be situations where the chest commons are tied together in such a way as to make it inconvenient to separate
them. While undesirable, it is possible to operate the Rank Driver Boards in this configuration.
Where this situation exists, please contact the factory for a discussion of the situation, and the recommended solution.
Power and Ground wiring is also done as it was for the stop action driver boards. First, two electrical junctions are mounted
close to the +12 volt Brute Power Supply. These junctions need to have enough screw terminals equal to the number of Rank
Driver Boards, plus one for the Brute Supply.
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Fig 11.
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Reference the section on Commons and Grounds for the appropriate size of stranded wire from the Brute Supply to the
POSITIVE and NEGATIVE junctions. And also on to the Rank Driver Boards.
The control system is now ready for final testing and diagnostics.
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System Communications and Testing
System Communications
Testing relies heavily on communications. First, there is the Communications between a Host Computer and the Console
Computer. Then, communications between the Host AND Console Computer to and from the Remote (chamber) Computers
in the Control System.
Before getting into the actual testing of the hardware components, it is necessary to understand how the communications part
of the Organ Control System works. The first section of this chapter will be devoted to a discussion of how messages are
communicated from the Host Computer to the organ system computers.
ARTOS (ARTisan Operating System)
An integral part of the communications between computers is the operating system. This section will describe the ARTisan
Operating System (abbreviated as ARTOS) used in the multiple-computer concept of operating and controlling a pipe or
electronic organ.
The multiple, distributed computer system is a new concept in organ control. Its purpose is to create a totally flexible system
which utilizes a combination of single board computers to divide the workload in the several activity centres of the organ.
This concept is particularly advantageous in pipe organs, where the pipework is usually located at some distance from the
console. By having some computers located near the pipes to be controlled, the total workload of controlling an organ can be
shared, and the amount of cabling is dramatically reduced.
Up to 16 single board computers can be used in the Artisan system. They are numbered Unit 0 through Unit 15, where Unit 0
is the primary computer. It always resides in the console and is designated as Unit 0. Unit 0 is responsible for accepting
information from all of the input devices [Stops, Keyboard Manuals, Pistons, etc. and organizing the information into “change”
information which is transmitted to all of the other computers in the system]. The Console Computer also handles the
combination action of the organ.
Each computer has an identifying address (see Chapter 3, pp. 6,7). Messages sent by either the host computer or Unit 0 will
only be recognized and accepted by the computer for which the message is intended.
One of the main functions of the ARTOS is to manage the communications among the several computers in the organ. A
Monitor Program, located in firmware EPROM performs this function. This program enables each of the computers to perform
their communication tasks.
In conjunction with the Monitor Program residing in the EPROMS of the Single Board System Computers, there is also a
program for the Host Computer called 0THOST.EXE. This is the communications program for being able to “talk” to the organ
computers, and will be utilized a little later during the testing portions of this chapter.
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OTHOST.EXE and the Monitor Program allow the user to send a variety of messages from the Host Computer to (a) test the
hardware of the computer board and peripheral boards, and (b) test the wiring of the entire organ installation. In order to do
this there is a protocol of sending messages and viewing the responses. A description of the message formats follows.

Nature of Messages
Messages sent by the Host Computer to any of the organ computers are reduced to a series of letters and numbers that
represent a combination of commands and data. Similarly, responses from the organ computers will follow the same format. A
message sent by the Host Computer to an organ computer will consist of 3 or 4 characters (letters and numbers).
The letters can either be in upper or lower case. In fact, it helps if the letters are typed in lower case, since it is otherwise easy
to confuse a capital O with 0 (zero).
The first character of the message is the unit number of the computer to which a message is being sent. It will be a number
from 0 through 9, or a character representing 10 through 15 (A through F). If all computers require the same message, the
first character is an exclamation point (!) which denotes a message for all units.
The second character of a message is a Command Letter, either an S or a Y. An 'S' Command indicates that the message is
being directed to the Monitor Program in any of the remote computers, 0 through 15. A 'Y' Command indicates the message is
to be displayed on the Liquid Crystal Display (if used). Only the Host Computer and Unit 0 can send S and Y Commands.
The third character of the message can be any one of several letters (either upper case or lower case). They are for
downloading commands from the host computer to the organ computers. The letters used for the third character can be one of
the following:
A = Acknowledge
D = Dump Memory
E = Execute Program
H = Halt Program
O = Set Starting OBA and Range
Q = All bits Off
R = Reset
V = Interrogate analog voltage inputs
Z = Zap Program
A (Acknowledge) This command, given to any computer, causes them to respond in a way that confirms their presence in
the system.
D (Dump) Command The Dump Memory command is used for diagnostic purposes. If this command is given to any
computer, it will cause that computer to respond by sending back to the host computer the state of memory in a particular
block of the computer's RAM. The form is:
0sdx00000F
where the four digits after 0sdx represent a beginning address that is of interest, and the last two digits determine the length of
the memory region to be sent back to the host computer. The last two digits can range from 00 to 0F.
E (Execute) Command This command will cause a program existing in the RAM of a given computer (0 through 15) to begin
executing that program. This assumes that the program has been downloaded, and that it has not yet been commanded to
run, or that it is being executed after having been halted by a previous command. The form is,
nSE
where n is any one of the 15 computers, 0 through F.
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H (Halt) Command To halt a program which is being run, it is necessary only to send the command, nSH, where n is any one
of the 16 computers, 0 through F.
0 (Output Bit) Command It is used to set the starting Output Bit Address for any output device.
Q (Quench) Command
R (Reset) Command To Reset a unit. This command will cause complete re-initialization of the computer to which it is sent.
An example for Unit 1 would be
1SR
V (Analog) Command If an Analog/Digital Board is installed, there can be up to 8 analog inputs. These inputs can be
connected to swell shoes or the Crescendo shoe. To determine their status, the V command will interrogate all 8 analog inputs
and return a series of 8 groups of 2 hex digits each. A typical command would be, Osvx, with a response of,
X0FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
(indicating all pots being at maximum), or,
X00000000000000000
(indicating all pots at minimum)
Moving any of the swell shoes, Crescendo shoe, or other analog input will cause a change in some area of the response to
indicate a change of 00 to FF for that particular input device.
Z (Zap) Command If it is desired to eliminate the program in the RAM of any computer, it is only necessary to send the Zap
command in the form,
nSz. (The computer must be halted first)

Control System Computer Responses
The first character of a computer response will be either a 0 or an X which denotes either Unit 0 or the Host Computer. In
most instances it will be the Host Computer (X).
A more detailed explanation of the above commands is given below.
S tells Unit 0 that the command is for the Monitor Program.
A (Acknowledge) Command This command requests the Unit addressed to acknowledge that it truly exists. The form of this
command is, 0sax, where 0(zero) is the computer from which an acknowledgement is requested (in this case, Unit 0).
X is the computer sending the command, and the one which expects the response. This will be the Host Computer.
The proper response to this command, 0sax, would be a response message from the Unit addressed in the following format,
Xa002900E0 (plus any errors)
Where the first character, X, indicates the computer to which the response is sent (the Host Computer in this case). The
second character, a, is a counter-response message to the A command. It is produced by the computer being interrogated,
and signifies an acknowledged response.
The third and fourth characters, 00, indicate the status of a task (or things the computer might be doing), which could be one
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of the following:
00 means no task is running. This signifies the HALT mode.
0l indicates there is a program in RAM, and that it is running.
02 means the Output Cycle task is running.
The fifth and sixth characters, 29, tell the host computer which version of the operating System, ARTOS, is present in the
EPROM of Unit 0. These 2 characters are the actual version number without the decimal, and in this case represent Version
2.90.
The seventh and eighth characters indicate the version of the program in RAM. The digits 00 indicate no program is present.
But if a program has been downloaded, those two digits will show the program version.
The ninth and tenth characters, E0, tell the Host Computer how much memory is in Unit 0. In this case, the hex digits, E0,
indicate that there are 56 kilobytes of available RAM memory.
Finally, if there are any errors detected by Unit 0, it will report them back to the host computer in 2-character(hex) groups at
the end of the normal response. A listing of possible errors are:
01 = Bad Monitor command
02 = Bad character sent to Monitor
03 = Bad data to Monitor
04 = No program to run
05 = Program not valid
06 = Data out of range
07 = Bad check sum
08 = Memory verify
09 = Task not halted (would result if a new task is commanded before the current task is halted)
10 = Bad hex character 11 = Wrong unit program
NOTE: it is possible that the first time the command 0SAX is given an error will be displayed. It may be Error 05, which
indicates an invalid program. This is normal, and by repeating the command, 0SAX, the error will disappear, leaving the
response as shown above.

TESTING
The first item needed is a cable from the Host Laptop or Desktop Computer to Remote Computer 0 located in the console.
This is an RS-232 cable that connects at one end to a COM port on the Host Computer, and at the other end to either of the
outboard connectors on Computer 0. [the outboard connectors on Computer 0 and all other system computers are in parallel,
so it doesn't matter which one is used]. See Figure 10 in Chapter 3, Page 10 for the wiring of this cable.
When the Organ Computer Control System is initially set up, The Host Computer becomes the focal point for all
communications. So, it is also necessary to utilize a program called OTHOST.EXE to establish communications between the
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Host Computer and the Console Computer.
Before any communication between the Host Computer and the Console Computer can begin, the proper COM port on the
Host Computer must be established. A choice is made by the user as to which COM port is to be used for organ
communications. There are two files in the directory, labelled COM_1.CNF and COM_2.CNF. They look like this:
1 (or 2, if it happens to be for COM 2), 4800, N, 8, 1, T
The name of one of these two files needs to be changed to ARTOS.CNF. There may already be an ARTOS.CNF in the
directory. If so, it needs to be the same as either the COM_1.CNF or COM_2.CNF, depending upon which COM port you are
using. If the ARTOS.CNF does not exist, then copy the appropriate COM file to create it. Do this by using the copy command:
C:\ARTISAN\copy COM_1.CNF ARTOS.CNF
This COM port file must be named ARTOS.CNF or else it cannot be recognized by the communications program,
OTHOST.EXE, and communications cannot take place.

Testing The System
After all of the hardware is connected, the system can be tested for proper operation. The console can be tested
independently from the rest of the system. It is suggested that this be done before attempting to operate the entire organ
system.
When the hardware is in place, and both the console and the chamber(s) are completely wired, it is time to begin the system
diagnostics. In order to minimize the areas of possible fault, it is best to deal with as little hardware of the system as possible.
Therefore, any items of hardware not specified in the test should be temporarily pulled out of their card-edge connectors,
making sure the power is OFF.
Temporarily remove all of the boards from the Logic Mother Board (It is only necessary to pull them out of the edge
connectors, rather than all of the way out of the console). This will leave all of the necessary cables still connected).
If the boards are mounted vertically, as shown in the picture ( Figures 3 & 4 of Chapter 4, Page 3 ), slip a piece of cardboard
or other insulator between them and the edge connectors so that they cannot make electrical contact with the Mother Board.
Disable the console brute power supply since this will not be needed for initial testing.
Power up the organ console, which will enable the 5V Logic Supply only.
Using a voltmeter, check the voltage supplied to the Logic Mother Board by checking at the 4-terminal connector, and also
between the top and bottom pins of any of the card edge connectors. Verify that the voltage measured is just above 5V (5.10
to 5.20 volts), and that the polarity is correct. This simple test assures that there is no condition of a short between the positive
and common lands of the Logic Mother Board.
Power down the organ console.
Install only the Single Board Computer, leaving all other boards isolated from the edge connectors. Observe that it is properly
oriented such that the component side of the board faces AWAY from the 4-terminal screw connector. This will ensure that it
is not plugged in upside down.
Power up the organ console.
You should now see a YELLOW light on the CPU illuminated. This indicates that sufficient voltage is supplied to the Single
Board Computer, and that the CPU is out of its Reset state. The Single Board Computer will now accept command messages
from the Host Computer.
Power down.
While both the Host Computer and the console computer are off, connect the RS-232 cable from the Host Computer to the
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organ computer (Unit 0). Either input can be used at the outer end of the Single Board Computer, since they are in parallel.
Turn power back on to both the Host Computer and the console computer.
At the C:\ prompt, type OTHOST.EXE on the Host Computer (the communications program). To indicate that the program is
ready for use, there will be two lines of information shown on the screen, which will look like this:
OTHOST, Ver 1.50, 8-8-98
All rights reserved, Artisan Instruments
The Host Computer is now ready to issue commands to the Console Computer, or any other computer in the Control System.
The first test will be a check for proper communication between the Host Computer and Computer 0.
Establish which COM port of the Host Computer is to be used, and ensure that the ARTOS.CNF file is set up for that port.
Type the command, 0(zero)SAX in either upper, or lower case. Return.
Computer 0 will respond with a string of letters and numbers that should look something like Xa002900E0. Refer to the first
section on communications for an explanation of these numbers.
The important point at this time is that a communications link between the Host Computer and Computer 0 has been
established.
DIAGNOSTIC
If there is no response from Computer 0, repeat the command 2 or 3 more times. If there still is no response, recheck the configuration of the COM ports, and the
wiring of the cable from the Host to Computer 0.
First, make sure it agrees with the drawing, as shown in Chapter 3. Remove the plastic shells from the cable at both ends, and check wire for wire to be sure there
is continuity from the proper pin # end to end, and that there are no wires either shorted to each other or to the metal shell of the connector.
Second, with the RS-232 cable connected to the Host Computer only, and the other end disconnected from the Console Computer, short pins 1 & 2 of the
unconnected end of the cable with a small screw driver. Type 0sax, or 0SAX. The Host Computer screen should echo what was typed when you hit the Return.
Then, short pins 2 and 6. Any characters typed on The Host Computer keyboard should now NOT echo on the screen. If so, it verifies that the cable is wired
correctly.
If the above test is shown to be correct, it is likely that there is a fault on the Single Board Computer at its entry point for communications, or else there is something
wrong with the COM Ports on the Host computer. Contact the factory for the action to be taken.

The next test is one that will verify the condition of the Single Board Computer.
Press the F1 Function key
A response on the screen will show: Enter file to download?
Respond by entering CPUTEST.S19, Return
The message on the screen will be:
Enter Unit # for Download:
At the prompt, enter 0, Return
There will be activity on the screen showing the program code that is being downloaded to Remote 0. This is a good time to
point out the use of the Green LED on the Single Board Computer. It is an indicator of communications. It flashes whenever
any communications activity is going on. It is useful to check this LED whenever messages are being transmitted from the
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Host Computer to a system computer, or from the 0 computer to the other system computers.
When the download ends, note the last line displayed. It will be similar to:
Xa0029l0E0, showing that the program has been successfully loaded with no errors.
NOTE: There is another communications program, OTHOST2.COM. This is a shell program that can be set up to perform a
variety of activities. It works well on most computers, but some computers do not allow it to be executed. For that reason, the
alternate OTHOST.EXE program has been recommended here. However, it is suggested that you try the other program to
see if it will work on your computer; since it has greater facility than OTHOST.EXE. See Chapter 9 for a discussion of this
applications program.
Now Issue the command 0se (zero, s, e). The RED light will come on. At this point the HOST will read out the condition of the
CPU and verify its readiness to proceed to the next step. The response should look similar to this:
XCPU Test, requires SCON interface*
XCalculating ROM checksum
Xchecksum = 41EF**
XTesting Main Memory..
XTest Successful
XTesting I/O Access..
X-E200
XTest Successful
XCPU Test Complete
*The SCON interface is the Output Control Board used for controlling driver boards in the console used for the stop magnets.
If one is not plugged into the Console Module Logic Mother Board, line 7 of the response may look different. This does not
imply an error, just a variation of the format.
**The checksum response will vary widely, and the number you see on the screen is likely correct. The number shown here is
representative of the type of response that should be seen.
If the above screen is produced (or something very similar to it), the Single Board Computer is available for any other software
which may be downloaded into it.
Once this test is completed, the console computer can be cleared. Do this by entering these three commands:
0sh (to halt the program that is running) 0sz (to zap it from the memory of the console computer) 0sax (to verify that the
console computer is clear. i.e., that it has a response of Xa002900E0. The zeros in positions 3,4 and 7,8 verify that the CPU
is clear.
To leave the OTHOST program, press Function key Fl0.
This will exit back to the DOS prompt.
Power down the organ console.

Testing the Organ Inputs
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Before performing the input testing it will be necessary to digress briefly and discuss two terms that will be used here, and in
the writing of the definition in the next chapter. These terms are IBA and OBA. They stand for Input Bit Address and Output Bit
Address. These will be used in the organ definition later, since they are essential in providing information to the computer as
to where the physical inputs and outputs are located.
Every wire connection in the organ will be related to either an Input Bit Address or an Output Bit Address, since the organ
wiring will be connected to either an Input Board (in the console), or an Output Driver Board in either the console or the
chamber.
When wiring the console, it is desirable for the builder to organize the cabling so that it follows the most judicious path to the
hardware of the control system. For example, one way is to start with the divisions, and consider them the first inputs into the
system. Since there are 61 keys in a manual division, each manual cable will take up 61 of the 64 input points (Input Bit
Addresses) on any given Input Board. It is best to connect the second manual to a second Input Board, and perhaps utilize
the odd three inputs of these boards for some other use, such as piston inputs.
Some sort of notes or sketch should be made of how the cabling is organized, because in this first test of the organ inputs,
you will be able to check the actual wiring against your notes.
Thus, the first test to perform after wiring the system is to verify that all of the inputs are correct as wired. Before performing
the next test, make sure the following hardware is present in the console:
Logic Mother Board, with Serial Input Interface Board and Single Board Computer. The 6-wire phone cables are then
connected from the Serial Input Boards to the appropriate ports, 0 through 3, of the Serial Input Interface Board. If the organ
has more than 1024 inputs, a second Serial Input Interface Board is required, which can be installed after the first 1024 inputs
have been verified.
Verify that the Serial Input Interface Board is adressed as board 0.
Bring up the program OTHOST again on the Host Computer.
NOTE: whenever using the OTHOST.EXE program for the first time, or for any repeated occasion, always check to make sure
that communications are properly established between the Host Computer and the remote computer(s). Do this by executing
the command, Osax, or the corresponding command for any other computer in the system (1sax, 2sax, 3sax, etc.). Do not
attempt to download any operating program until you are satisfied that the remote computer is capable of accepting it and able
to execute it.
At this point you are ready to test and verify the switched inputs (as opposed to analog inputs). You will need a piece of paper
with all inputs listed and a blank line after each one. (For keyboards and the pedalboard you will only need the name of the
division and one line for the first input number on low C). SEE FORM AT THE END OF THIS CHAPTER.
Type 0sh (to halt any running programs)
Type 0si (to start the input diagnostic).
This program is the same as one which could also be downloaded to the system computers. It is INTOHOST.S19. In earlier
versions of the Single Board Computers it required downloading from the Host Computer, but in ARTOS versions 2.90 and
above, the program is built into the Monitor PROM.
INTOHOST.S19 is a diagnostic program which allows you to verify all of the wiring in the console from the keyboards, stops,
pistons, and any other wiring connected to Input Boards. The screen of the Host Computer will indicate the Input Bit Address
of each key contact, stop contact, or piston contact as it closes or releases (opens).
When the Osi command is given, the following will appear on the screen of the Host Computer.
INput TO HOST, ver 1.00 Artisan Instruments, Inc., 7-31-93 (followed by a list of whatever contacts may be closed)
You will now see the computer generate a line telling you that it is ready to identify inputs. If there are any 1, 2, or 3 digit
numbers appearing on the screen before you touch a key, pedal, piston, or stop then you have a shorted or closed contact.
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Start with the first key (low C) on your first keyboard and press the key, then release it. Your host computer screen should
read: # (some number) ON, then on the next line # (the same number) OFF. Low C on the first keyboard will be input #
(number) which can be documented on the form provided.
It is imperative to check each key on the keyboard to ensure that a chromatic movement up the keyboard produces
consecutive numbers from low C. If it does not, any crossed wiring needs to be corrected. Also, if there is a key which does
not produce a number on the Host Computer screen, it means there is a wiring problem between the key switch and the Serial
Input Board that needs to be corrected.
NOTE: Other than divisions, it does not matter if wiring is not consecutive. Any differences can be accommodated in the
program writing phase. But the wiring within each division must be consecutive, since only the starting address is recognized
by the software.
Low C on the next keyboard should read # ON and # OFF when each key is pressed and released. Again, record just the
starting IBA at low C, but ensure that all 60 that follow are correct. Document this and then continue through each and every
input checking to see that it registers a number ON and OFF on your host computer.
All other inputs, stops, pistons, etc. must be identified and documented at this point in the process.
When you have completed the documentation of each input you will have verified the correct operation of the entire console
input system. The numbers recorded on the form will be used to write the organ definition required to run your control system.
More about that later in the process.
At this time you have:
Recorded the essential IBA (Input Bit Addresses)
Determined that there are no shorted contacts
Determined that there are no crossed wires on the manual and pedal divisions.
If all of the inputs agree with the assignments made in the organ definition, or with a written table designating which inputs are
connected to what, the program INTOHOST.S19 can be cleared from the console computer. Do this as was done for the
CPUTEST.S19 program by the following three commands:
Osh, Osz, 0sax

TROUBLESHOOTING
Since more of the organ cabling and more hardware has been added to the system at this point, there are obviously more
things that can cause system inoperation. While the following discussion may not cover every possible failure, it is intended to
describe a process of analyzing where a fault might be.
No indication of any IBA numbers on the Host Computer screen.
Serial Input Interface Board not responding. May be addressed wrong May not be seated properly
Indication on first 64 inputs on Port 0, but none after that.
Bad cable between first and second Input Board. Second Input Board may be faulty. Use a 6-wire cable to jump over it to the
third board (if there is one), or connect the cable to another Input Board close by.
Group of 8 not responding
If the first IBA of group is divisible by 8 (+1), it is likely a bad chip Could be a damaged SIP (2K2 pull-up resistors)
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Random inputs not responding
If there is no pattern, it is likely that the missing IBA numbers are related to inoperative contacts or improper wiring from the
input device to the Input Board.
IBA numbers appear on screen without closing contact
Likely the contact is shorted.
-----------------------------------

Testing the Chamber Outputs
After the console has been thoroughly tested, and all problems corrected, it can be stated that it is in a condition to operate
any organ. It is now only a matter of continuing a test of the elements in the chamber(s).
The next step is to establish communication with the Chamber Computer(s). For this, an RS-422 cable is required. To
assemble a cable that connects the Console Computer to the first Chamber Computer, see the cable drawing on page 10 in
Chapter 3. Note that there is a difference between the RS-422 cable for the first remote computer as compared to cabling that
connects one chamber computer to another.
Be sure to include the wiring for the SSR (Solid State Relay) so that the 5V power supply of the remote computer can be
turned on from the console power switch. [See Figure 11, p. 11 in Chapter 4]
Follow the same procedure that was done for the Console Computer. That is, remove the daughter boards from the Logic
Motherboard by pulling them free of the edge connectors and insulating them from the Logic Motherboard if they are mounted
vertically.
Power up the organ.
With a voltmeter, check the voltage applied to the Logic Motherboard at the 4-screw terminal, and also at a point between +5V
and Common at any of the edge connectors on the board.
Like the Console Computer, verify that the voltage at the terminals and edge connectors is in the range of 5.1 to 5.2 volts.
Power down the remote # 1 power supply. Since it is controlled by the SSR, simply pull the power cord from the outlet, or turn
off a switch if one has been placed in the power line.
Install the Single Board Computer for remote # 1, verifying that it has been addressed as #1. Ensure that the component side
is facing away from the 4-terminal screw connector.
Power up the remote computer while watching the Yellow LED. When it is on, the computer is operating satisfactorily.
Connect the RS-422 cable at both the Console Computer and the Chamber Computer.
Return to the Host Computer and issue the command 0sax. The Console Computer should respond with the proper 10
character acknowledgement.
Now, send the command 1sax. This command is asking the remote computer #1 to acknowledge its existence. A proper
response will be identical to the response previously seen from the Console Computer.
A response similar to Xa002900E0 will show that the remote computer is ready and willing to accept further commands, as
well as downloaded programs.
And that is exactly what is going to happen next. A simple test program is written that will allow the Chamber Computer to test
all of the pipe ranks within its province.
To do this, first write a simple test definition as shown below, using a text editor.:
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*DEFINITION
*SMART_CONSOLE_INPUT
*SMART_CONSOLE_OUTPUT
*NO_MIDI_SEQUENCER
*DIVISION
Great 8
61 0:1 (assuming Great wired to first input board)
*SMART RANK
Test_Rank 8
96 n:0:0 (insert the appropriate Remote # for n)
*STOP
True
Great Test_Rank 8
*COUPLER
True
Great to Great 8
*END
This small definition will allow the playing of a single rank of pipes at a time. Both the Stops and Couplers are bypassed by
using a Boolean TRUE statement. The only variable here is the insertion of the Remote Computer # under *SMART_RANK
where the letter n is presently shown. It will likely be 1 in most instances.
Save this definition as TEST1.DEF, or some other suitable name followed by the .DEF extension
Compile this definition into the code required for computers 0 and 1. To do this, type the following on the command line:
ORTRAN TEST1 /C (note that the extension, .DEF, is not required). The /C is a switch to tell the Compiler to produce the
necessary runtime code for all system computers. It will produce two files, each of which will be named TEST1, but with
extensions of .C0 and .C1
Make up a special 6-wire phone cable that will reach all of the Rank Driver Boards associated with a remote computer. In the
chamber, select one rank of pipes, and connect the 6-wire phone cable from the Output Control Board, Port 0, to the Rank
Driver Board associated with the desired rank to be tested.
In the chamber there should only the two following items plugged into the Chamber Computer Module:
1 Single Board Computer (Adressed as Remote Computer #1)
1 Output Control Board, SRNK (Adressed as Board #0)
Bring up The OTHOST.EXE communications program on the Host computer.
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Power up the organ system, and check for proper communication between The Host Computer and Computer 0, plus the
Remote Computer you are working with. Do this by typing 0sax and nsax (where n is any chamber computer).
Both Remote 0 and Remote (n) should be clear of any previous programs, but if They are not, give them both a Halt
Command (nSH and 0SH), and a Zap Command (nSZ and 0SZ). [n is the appropriate Remote number].
Download the compiled TEST1.DEF (the above definition) runtime code to both computers. There are two files, TEST1.CO
and TEST1.Cn.
Hit function key, Fl, to download each file. When asked for the filename, download the Cn file first IN Remote Computer n.
Wait until it has completed the download, and note the bottom line. This will be the same as an acknowledgement response
from a system computer when given the nsax command. Make sure there are no errors indicated. Then, go ahead and
download the CO file, again checking the bottom line for any possible errors.
Provide both computers with an execute command, nSE and 0SE. Note that the red lights are now lit on each computer. This
signifies that a program is resident, and is running.
Connect the test phone cable from Port 0 of the Output Control Board, SRNK, to any Rank Driver Board of interest.
Play the Great manual (or whichever manual was defined in the Test Definition) to check out the wiring and the action of the
chest magnets. Tuning and voicing are not important at this time. Note that you do not have to have a stop enabled because
the definition, TEST1.DEF, made both the *STOP and the *COUPLER true at all times. By making the coupler and the stop
true, there is a complete path from the input to the output per the 5-element description given in Chapter 2.

TROUBLESHOOTING
No pipes sounding.
1) Power down immediately, and determine if there are any chips on any board that are excessively warm, or hot. If so,
recheck the power and ground wiring to the Rank Driver Board, as well as the rest of the system hardware.
2) Check to see that the cables are all properly connected from Computer 0 to Computer n, and from the Output Control
Board associated with Computer n to the selected Rank Driver Board.
3) Verify that the cables are properly terminated. (See sidebar)
4) Verify that the 6-wire cable is plugged into Port 0.
5) Check that the DIP switches on the Output Control Board and all other addressable boards are set to the proper address?
Refer to the Table on page 3 of Chapter 3 and the Table on pages 6 and 7 for the jumper requirements of the Remote
Computer.
6) Note that, when you press keys on the keyboard, there is flashing activity on the green LED of both Computer 0 and
Computer n.
Given that any and all problems are resolved, as each rank is checked out, move the 6-wire phone cable to a different Rank
Driver Board, and test each rank in turn. Always leave one end of the cable in Port 0 of the Output Control Board.
Do the same for the next Remote Computer (if it exists in the organ installation), remembering to change the definition to
reflect the new remote, n. Compile and download the new code to Computer 0 and the next Computer n, and then give the
execute command to check out the ranks associated with this remote computer.
When all of the ranks and Rank Driver Boards are checked out using a single Output Control Board and test cable in the
chamber, clear the computers of the Test Program code.
Install any additional Output Control Boards required for the Control System, making sure of their proper Dip Switch
addressing.
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Alter testing the organ piece by piece using the above method, and correcting any problems which arise, it is now appropriate
to move to the final step.
Install all of the organ hardware, and connect all of the 6-wire phone cables to their respective Output Control Boards and
Rank Driver Boards. Download the full organ definition so that each rank of pipes is played via its associated Output Control
Board and Rank Driver Board.
At this point, the complete organ should be playable, and the Host Computer can be moved for other purposes. It may be
needed later on for (a) changes to the organ system, (b) diagnosing system problems, or (c) as part of the Record/Playback
system.
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Writing an Organ Definition
Most of the terms used in writing the definition file(s) for the organ are very straightforward, because
they are in organ terminology. However, there are some terms that are more closely related to
computer technology, so these will be discussed first.
Input Bit Address
A brief introduction to the Input Bit Address (IBA) was given in Chapter 5, p. 9. The keyboards, stops,
controls, pistons, and any other type of switch that represents a contact closure is considered an input
device. As such, it requires a physical connection in the form of a wire to be connected to an item of
hardware in the control system in order to be recognized. Each such wire connection then becomes
an Input Bit Address for the control system.
Output Bit Address
At both the console and the chamber there are other devices that are output elements. In the console,
these are primarily the stop action magnet coils or lamps. In the chamber, the output elements are
chest magnets, swell shade motors, solenoids, etc. Each of these devices is wired to the output
positions of a Driver Board, which then comes under the control of the system.
Bits
A bit is 1/8 of a byte, and in the organ definition is more closely related to devices that have two states;
Off, or On. It could also be thought of as the Boolean True, or False. In most cases, when a bit
becomes true, the definition with which it is associated becomes active.
A simple example is a Stop Action. When a stop is enabled, the input bit address becomes true, and
the voice or coupler becomes active.
Values
A value is byte wide, or 8 bits. A value is derived from a device such as a potentiometer, which ranges
in value from 0 to 255. Or, if it is a signed value, from -128 to 127. A Swell Shoe or Crescendo using a
potentiometer will use the overall range scaled down to conform to the number of swell shades or the
number of crescendo levels.
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Both Bits and Values can involve math functions where data is input to the computer, calculations are
made, and then the results are sent to the Chamber Computer(s) for some specific and desired action/
Notes
Notes are a little more exclusive since they relate solely to divisions, or keyboard. A division is a group
of 8 bytes representing 64 notes simultaneously. Notes are manipulated with Stop and Coupler
functions.
Conditional Expression
This term will be seen many times. It will occur on the next line in the definition after the Key Word.
While the term ‘conditional expression’ may seem “high sounding”, it usually means to provide a name
in its place in the definition. And the name to be supplied is usually the obvious --- such as the name
that is engraved on a stop tab.
In addition to the obvious name, though, is the possibility of adding other “conditions” along with the
name. These take the form of Boolean expressions that condition the device to behave in different
ways due to the influence of some other device.
Terms in Brackets [ ]
In the definition formats, sometimes a term will be shown in brackets. This means that the data that
could be entered there is optional.
Terms in Braces { }
When something is shown in braces, it is a comment to help understand the term in the definition
format. It is not a part of the definition itself.

Elements of the Organ
The definition of an organ is created from the organ specification. Listed below are the items to be
known about the organ which are essential to the definition:
The number and names of divisions
The stop list
The number of pistons
The ranks of pipes and their names
The number of magnets per chest
The swell controls
The various other controls and features such as trems, sostenuto, etc.
All of the above elements then become part of the series of short definitions which make up the overall
definition of the organ.
A definition must have a file name with an extension of either .DEF or .INC. The .INC stands for an
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Include file. In any organ definition, it is useful to divide it into several sections. So there may be a
main file with the extension of .DEF, and several subsidiary files with the INC. extension.
Each element of the organ can be categorized and associated with what is called a Key Word. These
Key Words are recognized by the compiler, ORTRAN (Organ TRANslator), and transformed into a
language understood by the Organ System Computers. Each Key Word is preceded by an asterisk (*)
which tells the compiler, ORTRAN, that what is to follow is an important element in the organ
definition.
The Key Words are listed below, and grouped into larger categories so that an association with organ
elements can be seen. Later on, these Key Words will be given detailed explanations.

Compiler Declarations
These are the Key Words which are related particularly to the compiler for gathering information. They
are not definitions of any of the organ elements listed above, but are necessary in order to properly set
up the definition file.
*Definition
*Smart_Console_Input
*Smart_Console_Output
*No_MIDI_Sequencer
*Include
*End

Other Definition Key Words
Physical Input Devices
*Division
*Pseudo_division
*Dual_Mag_Tab
*Lighted_Tab
*Mag_Pulse_Time
*Input
*Alt_Action_Input
*Piston
*Reversible
*Dyna_Map
*Crescendo
*One_Of_N_Value
*Binary_Value
*Grey_Code_Value
*Analog_Value
*Increment_Decrement
*Bit
*Value
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Stop Functions
*Stop
*Pizz_Stop
*Reit_Stop
*Trap_Stop
Coupler Functions
*Coupler
*Melody_Coupler
*Bass_Coupler
Miscellaneous Functions
*Transpose
*Sustain
*Sostenuto
Pitched Voice Physical Devices
*Pipe_Rank
*Smart_Rank
*MIDI_Voice
*SRNK_Trap
*MIDI_Trap
Control of Miscellaneous Physical Output Devices
*Control
*Smart_Control
*MIDI_Controller
*SRNK_Swell
*Lamp
*Dup_OBA
*LCD
Math Functions
Some of the Key Words that are described in more detail later will have a conditional expression on
the second line that says “value_name”. These definitions are suitable for mathematical functions,
using the value that results from the changes generated by the device (potentiometers, rotary
switches, pistons used for increment/decrement, etc.).
All internal math calculations are 16-bit, signed. i.e., -32768 through +32767. Value devices (pots, etc.)
are 8-bits only (bytes), and are “sign extended” prior to use. After all calculations have been performed
in a given formula, the result will be truncated to 8-bits (i.e., the highest 8-bits will be discarded).
The math terms available for use in formulas are: +, -, /, *, MOD, MIN, MAX, SHL, and SHR. The
abbreviated terms mean the following:
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MIN returns the MINIMUM, or smaller, of two values.
MAX returns the MAXIMUM, or larger, of two values.
MOD is short for MODULUS, and returns the remainder of a division.
SHL means Shift Left (same as a multiply by 2, but faster)
SHR means Shift Right (same as divide by 2, but faster)
There is a precedence that dictates the use of prarentheses in setting up math formulas. It is.
- (negation)
*, /, MOD, SHL, SHR
+, -, MIN, MAX
EXAMPLE
To show this precedence, the following value is created:
*Value
New_value = ( swell - 3 ) * 6 / 7
This doesn’t do anything practical; it just shows the order of calculation.
EXAMPLE
Suppose it is desired to have all swell shades operate from either the left or right swell shoe. To do
this, a value is created.
* value
All_swell_shades = left max right
This value will serve to allow either swell shoe to operate the swell shades when associated with the
definition of the swell shoes
Relational Operations
Wherever a BIT type result (a True, or False) is required, math formulas can be used if the following
relational operators are used:
= { equals }
<> { not equal }
< { less than }
<+ { less than, or equal }
Frame 182
> { greater than }
>= { greater than, or equal }
EXAMPLE
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Suppose it is desired to define the Sforzando operation such that it operates from a Tab, or when
a Swell Shoe operating 10 swell shades is at maximum, or when the Crescendo shoe of 20
levels is at maximum.
*Bit
SFZ = SFZ_tab OR ( swell = >= 10 ) OR ( cresc = >= 20 )
Another way to write this definition to make it more readable, and to avoid long lines from wordwrapping is to use the backslash for line continuation.
*Bit
SFA = SFZ_tab \
OR ( swell = >= 10 ) \
OR ( cresc = >= 20 )
Again, probably not practical, but showing what can be done with math operations of Bits and
Values to creat functions achieveable with the physical devices of the organ.

SUMMARY
With these Key Words, a complete organ definition can be built by following a format that will tell
ORTRAN the information it needs to know regarding the who, what, where, and how of the organ
elements. The answers to these questions will be provided by various naming conventions, as
well as numerical information which represent specific addresses or values.
The first naming convention can be seen in many of the Key Words, above. An underline is used to tie two, or more,
words together to appear as a single word. This is done to provide a more readable description, while at the same time
presenting only a single word to the compiler.

Numerical information is in the form of numbers representing specific addresses, such as:
Input bit address
output bit address
Interface board #
serial input board #
channel #
port #
system computer #
These numbers usually appear in groups of two, or more, and are separated by a colon (:)
When writing an organ definition, it is useful to use comments wherever possible to explain what
was intended by the writer. This helps both the author or anyone else who has occasion later on
to review the definition. A comment is preceded by a semicolon (;), and makes any wording
following the semicolon to be ignored by the compiler, ORTRAN.
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Key Word Definitions
The above list of Key Words will now be expanded into their individual definition formats, with
comments to explain the question each part of the definition answers. There will also be
examples of each definition.
They will be expanded in the same order as they appear in the broad categories, above.

Compiler Declarations
*definition
*end
These two are an absolute must. No organ definition can be recognized by ORTRAN unless
the overall defintion begins with *definition and ends with *end. In fact, when beginning an organ
definition, it is wise to write these two Key Words first, and then let the rest of the definition fill in
the area between them.
*smart_console_input
Where Serial Input Boards are used to feed into a Serial Input Interface Board, this statement
must be used. It is placed between the Key Word *definition and the Key Word *division.
*smart_console_output
Like the above, when Smart Console hardware is used, this statement must also appear
between the Key Words *definition and *division. Smart Console hardware consist of an Output
Control Interface Board and Driver Boards. These control the organ's Combination Action.
*no_MIDI_sequencer
If neither a hardware of software sequencer is being used on the organ for record/playback, this
statement is used. It prevents the development of unnecessary code that would otherwise be
required for sequencing.
*Include
Whenever the organ definition is divided into different sections, the subsidiary files are called
Include files. They are constructed just like the main definition, except that their extension is
.INC, rather than .DEF.
They are brought into the main definition through the Key Word, *Include. Right after the word,
*definition, is a good place to list all of the Include files that have been generated. The beginning
of the overall definition might look like this:
*Definition
*Include STOPS.INC
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*Include PISTONS.INC
*Include DIVISIONS.INC
etc.

Physical Input Devices
DIVISION
*Division
division_name pitch
number_of_notes 0:iba
The information provided by filling in the appropriate answers tells the compiler (a) what the
name of the division is it has to recognize, (b) at what pitch does it begin, (c) how many notes
are in this division, and (d) the starting input bit address.
EXAMPLE
*division
great 8
61 0:1
This definition tells the compiler that the division being defined is the Great Division, which is as
an 8' pitch (the lowest note of the division). There are 61 notes in this division, and the
information is provided to Computer 0 at input bit address # 1. Because divisions (keyboards,
pedalboard) are chromatic and contiguous, the starting IBA and the number of notes is all that is
needed. What it does mean, in addition, is that there can be no wiring errors (like crossed wires)
to the Input Boards, since the compiler will arrange these inputs in a strict contiguous fashion,
from start to finish.
There is nothing to prevent the user from splitting the division into separate divisions, if so
desired. It would be possible to define the “great” division as being 31 notes, instead of 61.
Then a second division (“great_A”) could be defined with a length of 30 notes, and beginning at
IBA 32.
EXAMPLE
*division
great_A 8
30 0:32
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PSEUDO DIVISION
*Pseudo_division
Pseudo_division_name pitch
A pseudo_division is a virtual, or phantom division that resides in the software. It is not a physical
division, although it acts very much like one.
It is used to create floating divisions within the organ, such as a floating Trumpet which can be
made available on any of the organ’s divisions.
Another use is for Pizzicato voices. A pseudo division allows the voices to be cou0pled to other
divisions to produce a staccato-like sound.
EXAMPLE
*Pseudo_division
Trumpet 8

DUAL MAG TAB
*dual_mag_tab
tab_name
0:iba 0:on_oba 0:off_oba
The tab_name is usually what is engraved on the stop tab, but is generally combined with an
abbreviation of a division when being defined for a unified organ. The reason being that the
same stop may appear in two, or more, divisions.
There are three associated addresses. The compiler needs to know where the sense switch is
located, and also the output bit addresses for the ON and OFF magnets of the stop action.
Both the input and output bit addresses are associated with Computer 0 in the console, since
that is where these physical devices are located.
EXAMPLE
Dual_mag_tab
Solo_Tibia
0:65 0:1 0:2
Note that Computer 0 can have both inputs and outputs, while the other system computers only
have outputs.
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MAG_PULSE_TIME
*mag_pulse_time
time_in_ms
This is a one-time definition that is included in every organ definition which contains stop
mechanisms that are controlled by magnets or solenoids. It tells the system computer how long
to deliver a voltage pulse to a magnet to ensure it has been moved to its alternate position.
Generally, the pulse time necessary is about 100 milliseconds.
EXAMPLE
*mag_pulse_time
100
It is customary to place this definition at the beginning of the file section that defines all of the
stops in the organ.

LIGHTED_TAB
*Lighted_tab
Tab_name
Iba1 iba2 oba1 oba2
(NA) (NA)
The lighted tab is quite a bit different from the dual mag tab. Because it is a momentary contact
switch with lamp(s) to indicate an ON or OFF condition, there are a number of combinations
involved.
If the switch is a 2 contact type, both iba1 and iba2 are used, and the switch operates as a
PUSH-ON, PUSH-OFF. Iiba1 is designated ON (Set), and iba2 is designated OFF (Clear). At the
same time, oba1 isn also used to turn on a lamp.
EXAMPLE
*Lighted_tab
Trem
0:1 0:2 0:1 NA
Frame 185
If the switch is a single contact type, and only iba1 is used, it indicates that it is an Alternate
Action type. Iba2 is entered as NA. Oba1 would be used to show that the switch is in one of the
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alternate positions (likely the ON condition) by lighting a lamp.
EXAMPLE
*Lighted_tab
SFZ
0:1 NA 0:1 NA
There are some swithc types (drawknobs) where a pull action will turn them ON (light will come
on), and a push action will turn them OFF (light will go off). This is the same as the Push-Push
type.
Still another possibility is that the switch will have two lamps: one to indicate when the swithc is
ON, and another to indicate when it is OFF. For a momentrary contact switch. The upper portion
is for the ON position, and the lower portion is for OFF>
EXAMPLE
*Lighted_tab
Flute
0:1 0:2 0:1 0:2

INPUT
*input
input_device_name
0:iba

or,
*input
input_device_name
0:board:port:serial input bd.:input position
An input can be any one of a number of devices that control a contact closure. It could be a
mechanical stop action switch, or even a toggle switch. It is used for a single contact closure, as
opposed to a succession of contact closures (e.g., rotary switch) related to a single device.
EXAMPLE
*input
Flute_8
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0:100
This example is for a mechanical stop action, whose input bit address is at 100.
The same input could be defined using the alternate method.
*input
flute_8
0:0:0:2:36

ALTERNATE ACTION INPUT
*alt_action_input
input_device_name
0:iba
This differs from the *input, above, because a switch of this type is usually a momentary contact,
and requires latching to each position via the software.
EXAMPLE
*alt_action_input
sforzando
0:101
A Sforzando is a typical example of how this definition is used.

PISTON
*piston
piston_name
0:iba
Thumb pistons or toe pistons are also momentary contact types of switches, but because they
are so numerous and function specific on an organ, they are given their own Key Word.
EXAMPLE
*piston
great_1
0:102
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The piston name is best identified by using the division name along with its number. This is
because the numbers are repeated for each division.

REVERSIBLE
*reversible
tab_name
0:iba
A Reversible is also generally a thumb piston or a toe piston, but because of its special function,
and the fact that it is NOT part of the registration system, it also is given its own Key Word.
EXAMPLE
*reversible
gt_to_ped_8
0:103

DYNA_MAP
*dyna_map
bit_ref bit_ref constant [bank_value_name]
{learn} {map} {# of banks}
Once again, the two inputs (SET, or learn, and MAP) associated with Dyna_Map are likely to be
in the form of thumb pistons, although they have a very special function.
Dynamap is the Artisan Control System function of being able to map out any area of the
stopboard for subsequent registrations to be placed into memory. It is also possible to place a
registration on any piston, without regard to its physical position relative to a division. Any piston
can be assigned to any group of stops from one, or more, divisions.
When there is more than one level of memory, the bracketed term is used. This will associate
Dynamap with whatever device is used to select the memory levels. For example, it might be a
rotary switch where each contact represents a different level of memory. So, a name placed in
the bracketed term could be mem_level.
EXAMPLE
*dyna_map
dyna_learn

dyna_map

4

mem_level

This shows that there are 4 levels of memory, and that they are associated with some device
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whose name is mem_level.

CRESCENDO
*crescendo
cres_learn

cres_map

constant

cres_value_level_name

Closely associated with Dynamap is Crescendo. Both are related to the registration memory
system. The main difference is that the registrations activated by the Crescendo shoe do not
cause the stops to change position.
It is desirable to use the same two thumb pistons to set the registrations on both Dynamap and
Crescendo. To do this, the following series of definitions is shown. They involve two thumb
pistons and a single-pole, single-throw toggle switch.
*input

;a piston labeled LEARN, or SET

learn
0:0:0:1:47 ;the numbers here are arbitrary
*input

;a piston labeled MAP

map
0:0:0:1:59
*input
cres_select

;use single pole/single throw toggle switch for this
;selects either piston programming, or cresc. ;programming

0:0:0:1:60
*bit
dyna_learn = LEARN and not cres_select
*bit
dyna_map = MAP and not cres_select
*bit
cres_learn = LEARN and cres_select
*bit
cres_map = MAP and cres_select
*increment_decrement
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mem_level
0:0:0:1:61
0

0:0:0:1:64

4

Then, back to the Crescendo definition:
*crescendo
bit_ref bit_ref constant cres_level_value_name
EXAMPLE
*crescendo
cres_learn cres_map 35 crescendo
Referencing the series of definitions above, the programming of the Crescendo is accomplished
by switching the toggle switch to the Crescendo position in order to make cres_learn and
cres_map become “true”. The Crescendo shoe provides the means of setting registrations on
each of the 35 levels in this definition.

ONE_OF_N_VALUE
*one_of_n_value
value_name [low value]
input_iba_1
input_iba_2
input_iba_3
-------input_iba_n
This definition is usually associated with a rotary switch type of input, where there are two, or
more, switch positions. A good example is for transposition or memory levels. The value_name
is replaced by some other descriptive word, such as Transpose, or Memory_Level.
Note the optional choice of [low_value] in brackets. This allows the setting of a numerical value
which will apply to the first iba in the list. A typical example is that for transposing. Using -6 as
the lowest value will cause the range of transposing to be from F# to F for a 12-position rotary
switch. If no number is provided here, the switch will default to 0 as the lowest number. For
transposing, this would be the “C” position.
Note also that, whether a rotary switch or two increment/decrement thumb pistons are used to
move through the positions, they will ultimately “wrap around” and return to the lowest position
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after reaching the maximum number.

BINARY_VALUE
*binary_value
value_name
input_iba_1 { = +1 }
input_iba_2 { = +2 }
input_iba_4 { = +4 }
input_iba_8 { = +8 }
This is another form of multi-position switch that can be used.

GREY_CODE_VALUE
*grey_code_value
value_name
input_iba_1 { = +1 }
input_iba_2 { = +2 }
input_iba_4 { = +4 }
input_iba_8 { = +8 }
And yet another form of multi-position switch.

ANALOG_VALUE
*analog_value
value_name
A/D_channel low_value high_value
The Analog_value definition is related to the use of an Analog to Digital Board in the same Logic
Mother Board as Computer 0. Whereas inputs normally are applied to Input Boards, here is a
case where an input is routed to the computer via another method. The analog inputs are from
potentiometers, which are mounted on swell and crescendo shoes. The A/D Board has 8 analog
inputs which are processed on the board, and then sent to Computer 0 for further action.
Thus, after establishing a value_name in line 2 of the definition, the third line will contain the
particular A/D channel to which the input device (e.g., a Swell Shoe) is connected. The second
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and third items on line 2 will set the low and high values to be considered. Generally, the low
value is 0, and the high value is the number of swell shades in the organ. This low and high
range will cause the Computer to scale the complete range of the pot into values equal to the
number of swell shades.
EXAMPLE
*analog_value
swell_1
0 0 12
This tells the Computer that Swell Shoe # 1 is located at input channel 0 on the A/D Board, and
has to control 12 swell shades. The Computer will divide the 256 maximum positions of a
potentiometer by 12 so that each swell shade will open proportionately as the Swell Shoe is
depressed.
Note that it is possible by the use of mathematical operators (described later in this chapter) to
scale the swell shades in a logarithmic manner, if desired.

INCREMENT/DECREMENT
*increment_decrement
value_name
0:inc_iba 0:dec_iba
low_value high_value
Another method of transposing is to use two pistons. One piston is used to increment the pitch
upward, while the other is used to decrement the pitch downward. A low value and a high value
are provided to define the range of transposition. Unlike a rotary switch which has a finite
number of positions, transposing using two thumb pistons can have any range (limited only by
practicality).
A quick method of restoring the keyboard to its natural pitch is done by depressing both pistons
at the same time.
EXAMPLE
*increment_decrement
transpose
0:120 0:121
-6 5
Like the rotary switch, pressing the increment piston beyond the high value will wrap around to
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the low value.

BIT
*bit
bit_name = conditional_expression / relational_expression
Bits are Boolean (b inary) things, and they can only be True/False, Up/Down, On /Off, etc. When
used in math functions, they can only result in the same sort of conditions.

VALUE
*value
value_name = math_expression
Values are also used in math functions. They are ranges of numbers that can be manipulated in
various math functions to combine various organ functions.

Coupler Functions
COUPLER
*coupler
conditional_expression
division TO division pitch
The Console Computer needs to be told what division a voice is being drawn from, and what
division will enable that voice. Note that the word 'TO' has to be in the definition. In this case
there is no underline required to connect the words together into a single word, since the
compiler wants to see all three terms.
EXAMPLE # 1
*coupler
gt_to_pedal_4
great TO pedal 4
This is the most common form of couplers that are either intra-manual or inter-manual.
EXAMPLE # 2
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*coupler
NOT unison_off
Great TO great 8
Many organs have a Unison Off stop. In order to use the same type of normally open contacts
that the other stops have, it is necessary to invert the logic. This is done with the Boolean NOT
preceding the conditional expression.
EXAMPLE # 3
*coupler
true
great TO great 8
If the organ does not have a Unison Off stop, it is necessary to provide a hidden coupler that
accomplishes the same thing. By making the stop true at all times, it creates the necessary
connection between the keyboard and the internal pseudo division. If this stop was not defined,
the organ could not play!

MELODY COUPLER
*melody_coupler
conditional_expression
division TO division pitch
A very useful stop in theater organs. The Melody Coupler allows the organist to select voices in
one division that will couple with voices being played on a different division. However, it only
plays the top note, which is likely to be the melody note.
EXAMPLE
*melody_coupler
solo_to_great_mel
solo TO great 8

BASS COUPLER
*bass_coupler
conditional_expression
division TO division pitch
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Similar to the Melody Coupler, the Bass Coupler allows the coupling of the lowest note being
played from one division to another.
EXAMPLE
*bass_coupler
solo_to_accomp_bass
solo TO accomp 16

Physical Output Devices
PIPE RANK
*pipe_rank
rank_name
pitch number_of_pipes unit:oba
This definition is used when a Latch Driver Board is used in the chamber to drive the pipe chest
magnets. This would also include tuned percussions, or even electronic tone generators.
The information needed by the compiler is the specific name of the rank of pipes, the length of
the lowest pipe in the rank (pitch), and how many [pipes there are in the rank. Then, the remote
Computer (Chamber Computer) to which this rank is assigned is also provided, along with the
first output bit address where the lowest pipe is connected.
Ranks of pipes can be assigned contiguously to Latch Driver Boards. That is, another rank can
begin where the last one left off —— except, that the next rank must start on a byte boundary.
Since each output is a bit, and there are 8 bits to a byte, a new rank can only begin at an output
that is a multiple of 8, plus 1.
EXAMPLE
*pipe_rank
gedeckt 8
73 1:1
This rank of pipes will go beyond a single Latch Driver Board and on to the second one, since
each Latch Driver Board has 64 outputs. The rank will end on the 9th output of the second
board. If a new rank is connected to this second board, it would start at the next byte boundary,
which is the 17th output. (2 x 8 = 16, plus 1 = 17).

SMART RANK
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*smart_rank
rank_name pitch
number_of_pipes unit:board:port:[offset]
The ranks of pipes driven by Rank Driver Boards are designated as smart ranks. This is
because the Rank Driver Boards are preceded by an Output Control Interface Board (SRNK)
which has intelligence on it to control several pipe ranks, as well as several pipe effects. It can
individually control such effects as Sostenuto, Sustain, Pizzicato, or Reiteration.
In this instance, the compiler is given the same basic information as the Latch Driver Boards,
except for the final addressing. The unit is a remote computer in a chamber, the board is the
Output Control Interface Board (SRNK), and the port is one of the four ports (0 through 3) on the
Output Control Interface Board to which a Rank Driver Board is connected.
The optional information which can be given to the computer is the offset. This is much like the
contiguous nature of the Latch Driver Board, except that beginning on a byte boundary is not
required. A new rank can begin on the next output after the end of a previous rank. The offset
tells the computer exactly where this new rank is to start.
EXAMPLE
*smart_rank
vox_humana 8
61 1:0:0:33
This shows that a previous rank exists on the Rank Driver Board, taking the first 32 outputs. The
Vox Humana then begins on the next output.

MIDI VOICE
*MIDI_voice
rank_name pitch
unit:oba:port:midi_channel
MIDI devices (sound modules) under this definition are treated like a rank of pipes; they are a
pitched rank of some voice.
They are driven from a MIDI I/O Board that is similar to the Output Control Interface Boards. It
also has a CPU and firmware on it, so it is referred to as an intelligent board. Its primary function
is to receive the change information just as an Output Control Interface Board, but convert it to
MIDI data so that the MIDI device can understand it.
There are two main differences between this definition and ones for ranks of pipes.
First, the pitch will always be 64 in order to place the MIDI device in the appropriate pitch range
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relative to the organ keyboard.
Second, there is a requirement to inform the computer which MIDI channel is being addressed,
since each port can address up to 16 MIDI channels. There are two ports on a MIDI Control
Board, so the total number of channels per board is 32.
EXAMPLE
*MIDI_voice
vibraharp 64
61 1:0:0:16
The same board could have a MIDI voice defined on channel 16, but it would be on Port 1.

SRNK TRAP
*srnk_trap
trap_device_name unit:board:port:bit#
Traps can be of two different kinds. One is of the one-shot type, like a gong. It is enabled by a
toe piston, push-button, or other means. The other is a type that is repeatable as keys are
played on the keyboard. This definition covers the single-shot trap. The other type will be found
under the Stop Function Definitions in the following section.
EXAMPLE
*srnk_trap
chinese_gong 1:1:3:75
Unlike some of the previous definitions, the address is on the second line of the definition along
with the trap device name.

MIDI TRAP
*midi_trap
trap_device_name unit:board:port:channel:note
MIDI traps are assigned within General MIDI to a specific note number. Thus, the addition of
note as the last element in the address.
EXAMPLE
*midi_trap
snare_drum 1:4:0:1:48 ;48 is the note # for snare drum
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Stop Function Definitions
STOP
*stop
conditional_expression
division rank pitch [first pipe # last pipe #]
There can be a number of variations of a stop definition. In all cases these stop function
definitions are tied back to the physical stop definition covered earlier. The connection between
the two is the conditional expression. If the physical stop was given the name engraved on the
stop tab, then the conditional expression for the stop function must be identical.
Note also the option of defining the first and last pipe of a given rank. This is required when
there is more than one rank connected to a Rank Driver Board. It is also required when a
Mixture is made up from different sections of different ranks, not necessarily all on the same
Rank Driver Board.
EXAMPLE
*stop
gedeckt_8 OR sforzando
great gedeckt 8 33 94
This stop definition could have been limited to just the gedeckt_8, which is the name engraved
on the stop tab. However, to show a variation, it can also be controlled by a Boolean expression.
The gedeckt_8 can be turned on by the physical stop switch, or by a separate function called
Sforzando. The Sforzando might be a toe piston or other type of switch.
Also, the optional limited range is used because there is a 32-note pedal rank situated before the
Gedeckt on the same driver board.

PIZZICATO STOP
*pizz_stop
conditional_expression
division
rank pitch lo_delay hi_delay
A pizzicato stop is much the same as any other stop, except that information has to be provided
to indicate how long the pipe (or other voice) should sound. Generally, the lower pipes in a rank
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are given a longer time to react than the upper ones. Thus, a lo_delay might be given as 75
(milliseconds), and the hi_delay might be given as 25 (milliseconds). The numbers applied are
required to be multiples of 5 milliseconds.
EXAMPLE
*pizz_stop
oboe_horn_8
great oboe 8 75 25

REITERATION STOP
*reit_stop
conditional_expression
division rank pitch lo_rate hi_rate
Like the pizzicato stop, the computer requires information to determine the rate of reiteration.
The purpose is to create a more random reiteration when two, or more, notes are being played.
The numbers entered will be directly related to the number of times per second a note will
sound. The lo_rate starts at the lowest pitch, and will scale the rate of reiteration across the
entire compass of the device on up to the hi_rate at the highest pitch.
EXAMPLE
*reit_stop
marimba_8
great marimba 8 5 9 ;typical values

TRAP STOP
*trap_stop
conditional_expression
division trap_device_name
*downbeat [ [ count ] [ *pizz time | *reit rate ] ]
Much more goes on with a trap stop, so more information is required. First, there is a choice of
whether the trap is to be actuated at the moment the key is pressed (downbeat), or when the key
is released (backbeat). If the choice is downbeat, there are options, depending upon the type of
trap being actuated. One option is to enter a count, if it is desired to specify how many keys
have to be pressed before the trap is actuated. It could be the first note, second note, or third
note, so the number entered here would be 1, 2, or 3. Another option is to enter the length of
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time the trap device is to be struck. Finally, an option is available to set the reiteration rate for
the trap (number of repeats per second).
For the backbeat alternative, it is only necessary to set the pizzicato time (in milliseconds).
EXAMPLE # 1
*trap_stop
snare_drum
accomp snare_drum
*downbeat 2 50 10
EXAMPLE # 2
*trap_stop
bass_drum
pedal bass_drum
*backbeat 50

Control of Physical Output
Devices
CONTROL
*control
conditional_expression
unit:oba
A Control is used to turn on a device that requires only output bit to enable it, and where the stop
is to remain ON for as long as the control is enabled. An example would be a toy counter siren.
Essentially, it is the method of getting from the input end of the organ (a push-button on the
console) to the output end which is located in the chamber area.
EXAMPLE
*control
fire_siren
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1:63
This control definition is used when Latch Driver Boards are used in the chamber to drive various
devices.

SMART CONTROL
*smart_control
conditional_expression
unit:board:port:oba
This is the same as the control definition, except that it is used when Rank Driver Boards are the
drivers in the chamber. Because the Rank Driver Boards are controlled through Output Control
Interface Boards, information as to which board the Rank Driver is associated with, and which
port of the Output Control Board is being used need to be given to the computer.
EXAMPLE
*smart_control
fire_siren
1:0:0:63

MIDI CONTROLLER
*midi_controller
conditional_expression
value_name unit:board:port:channel:control#
This definition will control certain parameters of a MIDI device; such things as volume, or tuning.
It would be closely associated with the definition for a MIDI-Voice, since the control operation
must be on the same unit, board, port, and channel. The only parameter different is the control
#, which is provided in the specifications for the MIDI device. In most cases, the control # is
standard from one MIDI device to the next, but it is wise to review the particular specifications of
the MIDI device being used.
EXAMPLE
*midi_controller
true
swell_1 1:0:0:1:7
Note the use of a simple Boolean term to make this control operative at all times. The parameter
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being controlled is volume, so the control # is 7, which us usually the assignment for volume in a
MIDI device.

SRNK SWELL
*srnk_swell
swell_name value_name #_of_shades\ unit:board:channel:first_bit#
This definition is tied closely with the earlier definition for a Swell Shoe. It could have been an
*Analog_Value, or possibly a *One_Of_N_Value definition. This definition tells the computer
where the drive elements are located, and more specifically, where the first swell motor is
located on the Rank Driver Board. Other swell motors will be connected to follow-on outputs.
EXAMPLE
*srnk_swell
left_swell swell_1 10 1:0:0:33
The first_bit# is given as 33, since it is possible that the swell motor controls could follow a 32note pedal rank on the same driver board. It is often useful to look for extra outputs on a board
which can be assigned to something like the swell shades, or possibly traps.

LAMP
*lamp
conditional_expression
unit:oba
Many times it is desired to turn on a lamp to indicate that a function has been enabled; either in
the device itself, or as a nearby indicator. This definition allows that for many of the inputs
defined earlier.
EXAMPLE
*lamp
sforzando
0:64
The link to the *input definition is by the conditional expression. The input stop (or piston) would
have the same name, such as the Sforzando shown here.

DUPLICATE OBA
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*dup_oba
unit:board:channel:bit# = channel:bit#
{destination} {source}
Frame 178Frame 179
The purpose of dup_oba is to duplicate an existing OBA so as to have two outputs that operate
simultaneously.
EXAMPLE
Suppoes there are two outputs adjacent to one another on a Rank Driver Board that need to
operate exactly at the same time. In this case, it’s just something that is reiterating, and it is
desired to have something else do the same thing.
*Smart_control
Something
*Reit 10 1:2:3:4
*Dup_oba
1:2:3:5 = 3:4
Note: the Source bit and Destination bit must be controlled by the same Output Control Interface
Board. That is, the source and destination must be associated between two of the driver boards
plugged into the same Output Control Interface Board.
EXAMPLE
Suppose it is desired to create the sound of thunder, using a push-button control, or perhaps a
piano lever.
*Smart_control
Thunder
1:0:0:127
Then, several duplicate OBAs would be created to turn on selected low-end pipes of the
appropriate harmonic content to simulate the sound of thunder when the single button or lever is
actuated.
*Dup_oba
1:0:0:4 = 0:127
*Dup_oba
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1:0:0:7 = 0:127
Frame 188
*Dup_oba
1:0:0:9 = 0:127
etc.

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY
*lcd
conditional_expression ; usually just 'true'
line n ; n is either 1 or 2
text tt_tt ; no spaces allowed. Use ; underline
format value_name field ; numeric value for field width
The Liquid Crystal Display can be used with the Analog/Digital Board to display the
instantaneous condition of changing values such as, Memory Level, transposition, Swell Shoes,
or Crescendo. The Liquid Crystal Display is a 2 line, 80 character display. The display is split
into 4 lines of 20 characters which can be displayed as text or numbers. Lines 1 and 3 are the
first line, and lines 2 and 4 are the second line. This must be kept in mind when laying out the
definition if the desired information is likely to exceed the first 20 characters of each line.
The conditional_expression can be the name of some device that enables the display. E.g., a
rotary switch of n positions, with each position given a name; Display_1, Display_2, Display_3,
etc. More than likely the conditional_expression will be given the Boolean statement of 'true'
since a single display can convey quite a bit of information.
Line n will be either Line 1 or Line 2. The display is defined one line at a time, so the process will
be repeated for the second line.
Text is written after the word, Text. This will consist of characters and underlines to produce the
spaces between words.
Following the text, a Format line is used to reference the device whose changes are being
displayed, and a numeric value is given to depict the number of spaces it will take up on the
display.
Each LCD definition must contain a Line statement immediately after the conditional_expression.
Additional Line statements may be used as required. Line, Text, and Format statements may
appear in any order, and multiple times.
The total characters for a line should equal 40 in a combination of text and fields. If the text
information falls short of the 40 characters per line, add underlines to complete the line.
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EXAMPLE
*lcd
true
line 1
text Cresc=
format crescendo 2
text _Mem=
format mem_level 1
text _Tr=
format transpose 2
text __
line 2
text Main=
format main_shoe_1 2
text _Solo=
format solo_shoe_1 2
text ______
The above definition will display the following information in the two lines (each line divided into
two sections):
Line 1
Cresc= Mem= Tr= (consists of 13 characters, with 3 fields given a total of 5 positions, and the
remainder of the line just spaces)
Line 2
Main= Solo= (consists of 10 characters, with 2 fields given a total of 4 positions, and the
remainder of the line just spaces)
The display will be dynamic, and changes will show in the numeric fields as the various devices
undergo changes.
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MISCELLANEOUS
FUNCTIONS
TRANSPOSE
*transpose
value_name
Earlier in the *input definitions there was a physical device used to control the positions of
transposing. This definition ties the 'physical' and the 'functional' together to complete the
operation.
EXAMPLE
*transpose
transpose

SUSTAIN
*sustain
division_name conditional_expression
The input for Sustain is a combination of a stop action switch and some sort of momentary
contact on one of the Swell Shoes. When enabled, it will cause all notes played to hold after the
conditional_expression goes true. For example, an arpeggiation could start as soon as the
Sustain Stop and the momentary contact were closed, and it could be repeated and held on up
the keyboard.
EXAMPLE
*sustain
great sustain

SOSTENUTO
*sostenuto
division_name conditional_expression
Like Sustain, Sostenuto requires the combination of a stop action switch and a momentary
contact on a Swell Shoe. It could be the same foot switch used for Sustain, and would require a
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Boolean statement in order to differentiate the two functions.
When enabled, it will cause only those notes being held at the time the conditional_expression
goes true.
EXAMPLE
*sostenuto
great sostenuto AND NOT sustain
This completes the discussion of definitions used in a complete organ definition. After
completing an organ definition based on the specifications of the organ, it can then be
compiled to generate the run-time code for the Control System computers.

DEFINITION TEMPLATE
Following is a template outline of a definition file. It shows the order in which the sub-definitions
are organized, and offers a guideline for the definition of any organ specification.
*definition
*smart_console_output
*smart_console_input
*no_midi_sequencer
;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ;DIVISIONS
;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
*division

;midi channel 1

GREAT
61
*division

8
0:1
;midi channel 2

SWELL
61

*division

8
0:65

;midi channel 3

CHOIR
61

8
0:129
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*division

;midi channel 4

PEDAL

16

32 0:257
*Pseudo_division
TRUMPET 8
Frame 204
;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ;RANKS
;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
*Smart_rank
principal
61

8
1:0:0

*Smart_rank
gedeckt
61

8
2:0:0

*Pipe_rank
rohrflote
61

8
1:1

*Midi_voice
c_bombarde

64

1:2:0:1
;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ;PEDAL STOPS
;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
*Dual_mag_tab
Contrebombarde_32
0:XXX

0:X:X:X

0:X:X:X

*Stop
Contrebombarde_32
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Pedal C_Bombarde

32

*Coupler
True
PEDAL TO PEDAL 8
;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ;GREAT STOPS
;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Frame 206Frame 207
*Dual_mag_tab
Principal_8
0:XXX

0:X:X:X

0:X:X:X

*Stop
Principal_8
GREAT

or SFZ
Principal

8

*COUPLER
True
Great To Great 8
;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ;SWELL STOPS
;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
*Dual_mag_tab
Sw_ged_8
0:XXX

0:X:X:X

0:X:X:X

gedeckt

8

*Stop
Sw_ged_8
SWELL

*Dual_mag_tab
Sw_trem
0:XXX

0:X:X:X

0:X:X:X

*Coupler
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True
SWELL TO SWELL

8

;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ;CHOIR STOPS
;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
*Dual_mag_tab
Ch_principal_8
0:XXX

0:X:X:X

0:X:X:X

Frame 208Frame 209
*Stop
Ch_principal_8
GHOIR

Principal

8

*Coupler
True
Choir to Choir 8
;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ;COUPLERS
;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
*Dual_mag_tab
Swell_to_great_8
0:XXX

0:X:X:X

0:X:X:X

*Coupler
Swell_to_great_8
Swell to Great

8

;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ;PISTONS
;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
;GENERALS
*Piston
Gen_can
0:XXX
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*Piston
Gen_1
0:XXX
*Piston
Toe_stud_1
0:XXX
;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ;REVERSIBLES
;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
*Alt_action_input
Sfz
0:XXX
*Reversible
0:XXX

Swell_to_Great_8

;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ;INDICATOR LIGHTS
;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
*Lamp
Sfz
0:X:X:X
*Lamp
Crescendo >1
0:X:X:X
*Lamp
Crescendo >5
0:X:X:X
*Lamp
Crescendo >10
0:X:X:X
*Lamp
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Crescendo >20
0:X:X:X
*Lamp
True
0:X:X:X
Frame 210Frame 211Frame 212Frame 213
;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ;DYNAMAP COMBINATION
ACTION ;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
*Dyna_map
dyna_learn

dyna_map

8

mem_level

*Crescendo
cres_learn

cres_map

99

crescendo

*Input
Learn
0:XXX
*Input
Map
0:XXX
*Input
Cres_select
0:XXX
*Bit
dyna_learn = LEARN and not cres_select
*Bit
dyna_map = MAP and not cres_select
*Bit
cres_learn = LEARN and cres_select
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*Bit
cres_map = MAP and cres_select
*Increment_decrement
Mem_level
Frame 214Frame 215Frame 218
0:XXX

0:XXX

08
;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ;OTHER CONTROL
DEVICES ;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
*Increment_decrement
Transpose
0:323 0:322
-6

6

*Transpose
Transpose
;TREMULANT CONTROL
*Smart_control
Sw_trem
2:X:X:X:X
;CRESCENDO
*Analog_value
Crescendo
1 0 99
;SWELL SHOES
*Analog_value
Swell_1
2 0 8
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;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ;LCD DISPLAY READOUT
PROGRAMMING ;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
*Lcd
True
line 1
Frame 219Frame 220Frame 221
text Cresc=
format crescendo 2
text _Mem=
format mem_level 1
text _Tr=
format transpose 2
text ________________
line 2
text ___YOUR_ORGAN_CO.____
text ________
*end

COMPILING THE DEFINITION
Once the definition file is completed, the next step is to compile it using the Organ TRANslator,
ORTRAN.EXE. A printer attached to the computer is useful at this time so that any errors can be
printed on a hard copy for reference when returning to the definition file to make corrections.
As mentioned earlier, the command for the computer at the command line prompt is:
ORTRAN filename (the name of the definition file), and then Return. The .DEF extension is not
required in this command.
As ORTRAN is compiling the definition file, it may find errors. As each error occurs it will be
shown on the screen, indicating the type of error and the line # in the definition where the error
occurred. After 5 errors, the program will abort so that the errors shown can be fixed. It can be
stated with fair certainty that there will be errors, most of them typographical. Great care needs
to be taken to be sure that the conditional expressions associated with a physical device and its
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function are spelled the same. Also, be sure that underlines exist where needed, since this is
another source of common error.
Frame 222
When the end of the file is reached with no errors, a message will indicate the successful
completion, and the program will return to the prompt for any additional commands.

PRODUCING REPORTS
An error-free definition is now ready to produce some reports, as well as the runtime code for the
Control System computers. When compiling, there are some “switches” that can be entered in
the command line to cause the compiler to generate these reports. These switches are shown
on the initial screen if ORTRAN is enabled without a filename to compile. The screen will show
the version of ORTRAN, and then a list of switches and the reports they produce.
/C generate code tables (the Control System) runtime code
/DML Provides more data in relation to mapping
/S generate Specification report
/W generate Wire report
/X generate Cross-Reference report
In addition to the reports above, ORTRAN will automatically produce a report labeled
filename.map. This file provides a quick overview of how ORTRAN processed the definition. It
can sometimes be useful for checking against the organ specifications to see if anything was
omitted.
The /H Hardware Usage report provides information regarding the hardware in the chambers. It
shows the items of hardware used, along with their addressing.
The /S Specification report is probably the best report to run to check against the original
specifications. It shows the divisions, stops, and ranks, along with their pitches.
The /W Wire List report shows all of the connections made on both the input side and the output
side of the organ.
The /X Cross-Reference list is a little more detailed than the Specification report, and is also
useful for checking the results of the compilation against the original specifications.
Finally, the most important of all the files is produced by using the /C switch. This will produce
one, or more files, depending upon how many computers there are in the Control System. Each
file will be named the same as the organ definition file, but will have an extension of .Cn, where n
is one of the system computers. Each computer's file is different because each one has a
different task to accomplish, so it will be important during the download of these files to make
sure the right file is being sent to the right computer.
If there is a situation where all efforts have been made to eliminate errors, and the final result of
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improper code files results, please contact the factory for assistance.
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Operational Features
This section provides an amplification of certain operational features of the Artisan Computer Control System which were
mentioned briefly in previous chapters. Items covered will be the built-in combination action and its programming, levels of
memory, programming a crescendo, and the saving and loading of registrations.

DynaMap
A built-in feature of the Artisan Computer Control System is the information necessary to provide a combination action. As a
natural by-product of the way input information is gathered by the console computer of the Artisan Control System, all that is
necessary is to access the system by attaching pistons to the input section, and providing driver boards for the stop magnets.
The rest is handled within the console computer.
This is where DynaMap comes in. DynaMap stands for DYNAmically MAPping any combination of stops to any piston. There
need not be any distinction between a Divisional piston and a General piston, although this relationship can be maintained, if
so desired. The boundaries normally recognized between divisions can be crossed with ease if it is desired to map a section
of each division's stops onto a designated piston.
In addition to the pistons which are to be used for registrations, there needs to be two additional thumb pistons (or any other
type of momentary contact switches) assigned to the DynaMap function. These are labelled SET and MAP (or RANGE).
For the Combination Action, the Mapping, or Ranging of stops to be associated with a given piston is accomplished by :
1. Manually setting a desired range of stops (including couplers, controls, etc.) anywhere on the stopboard.
2. Depressing both the SET and MAP pistons, while,
3. Also depressing the piston(s) on which the mapped area is desired.
This will establish the group of stops from which registrations can be made for the piston(s) selected.
IMPORTANT! Don’t forget to MAP all stops to the Cancel Piston. This should probably be done first, since other mapping may
only be a division, or sections of different divisions.
For this, every stop on the organ should be manually enabled, and then mapped to the General Cancel piston. Then, all of
the stops should be disabled, and their normally OFF condition should be SET on the General Cancel piston. Now, whenever
this piston is pushed, any stop that is in its enabled position will be restored to OFF.
Then, a specific registration can be SET for each piston associated with the MAPPED area of stops by:
1. Manually selecting a registration
2. Depressing the SET piston, while,
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3. Also depressing the piston on which the registration is desired.
The MAP piston has yet another function. If it is depressed along with any piston that has a registration programmed on it, it
will enable the ON magnets of all of the mapped stops for that piston. This is handy in case the mapped areas of the console
were forgotten.

Levels of Memory
Closely associated with the DynaMap function is the ability to have multiple levels of memory. In the definition format for
DynaMap, there is an optional term when more than one level of memory is desired. This term is the one shown as a
“constant”, below.
*Dyna_map
bit_ref bit_ref constant [bank_value_name]
(Learn) (map) (# of banks)
The bank_value_name can be anything the user desires to stand for multiple levels of memory. It could be mem_level,
bank_mem, or any other suitable name that helps the user understand its purpose. Somewhere else in the organ definition
there will be a device used to select the various levels of memory. This could be a rotary switch, or two pistons used in an
increment/decrement manner. In either case, the link between these two definitions will be the name chosen as
bank_value_name.
If the selection device is a rotary switch, it will be defined using the one_of_n_value definition:
*One_of_n_value
bank_ value_name (e.g., mem_level) [ low_constant ]
0:iba#1
0:iba#2
0:iba#3 etc., depending how many levels are desired.
If two pistons are used, they would become Increment and Decrement so as to be able to move up and down through the
number of memory levels. They would follow the normal *increment_decrement definition as follows:
*Increment_decrement
Bank_value_name
Bit_ref bit_ref (where the first is increment, and the second is decrement)
Low_constant high_constant (indicating the range of memory levels)

Quantity of Memory Levels
Before deciding on the rotary switch, or other method to use in selecting memory levels, it should first be determined how
many levels of memory are available for the organ.
There is a simple formula which can be used, which is related to the number of stops on the organ, and the number of
pistons. It is as follows:
1. Multiply the number of stops by 2. (Two bits of memory are required for each stop).
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2. Divide the resulting number by 8 (the number of bits in a byte)
3. Multiply this resulting number by the number of pistons on the organ
The result is the number of bytes required for a single level of memory.
4. There are approximately 32kbytes of memory available for the combination action, so divide the number of bytes required
for a single level into 32,000.
5. The result is the number of memory levels available.
Suppose, for example, that the organ has 150 stops, and 44 pistons. The arithmetic is,
150 x 2 = 300
300/8 = 37.5 (round up to 38)
38 x 44 = 1672
32000/1672 = 19 (# of levels of memory)

Programming a Crescendo
The same two pistons, SET and MAP (RANGE) can be used to program each level of the Crescendo through a Single Pole,
Double Throw (SPDT) switch. This switch can be located somewhere on or in the organ console where it is NOT convenient.
The reason for this is that it should be set in the position for Registration Memory most of the time, rather than for Crescendo
Programming. Only on special occasions need it be accessed to allow a change in the Crescendo Programming.
The programming for the Crescendo is performed when the SPDT switch is connected to the Crescendo IBA (Input Bit
Address). The same two Dynamap pistons are used, but now they are called SET and PLAYBACK. The notation of IBAs
shown in the diagram represent the wires from the contacts of the SPDT switch that are connected to inputs on the Input
Boards, and subsequently assigned in the organ definition.
The first, or zero, level of the Crescendo shoe (all the way closed) is used for mapping those stops which will be used in
Crescendo programming. This is accomplished by manually setting the stops and then depressing both the SET and
PLAYBACK pistons simultaneously.
Then, at each level of Crescendo, a manually established registration is placed into memory by the SET piston. At any later
time, it is possible to see what stops are programmed at each level of the Crescendo shoe by holding the PLAYBACK piston
while moving the Crescendo shoe through its different levels. While doing this, the ON magnets of those stops programmed
for each level will be energized, and the stops will move to their ON position on the stop board.
When the Crescendo shoe is equipped with a potentiometer, rather than being a roller or a multiple contact device, an Analog
to Digital Board would be used for the input. Associated with the Analog to Digital Board is a Liquid Crystal Display which can
be used to visually see the different programmed levels numerically, which makes it easier to program. This also serves to
show the organist whether the Crescendo shoe is off the zero position, and more specifically, at which level it is positioned.
The Liquid Crystal Display is also used for other visual displays of organ activity; swell shoe positions, transposition, or any
other input which represents changing values.

Combined Combo Action and Crescendo Program
Because of the combined use of two pistons representing Learn and Map, or Learn and Playback (for Crescendo), the
complete definition is shown here.
*Dyna_map
Dyna_learn dyna_map n mem_level
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*Crescendo
Cres_learn cres_map n crescendo
[The ‘n’ in each of the definitions represents a constant. For *dyna_map it is the number of memory levels, and for *crescendo
it is the number of registration levels]
*Input ;a piston labeled LEARN, or SET
Learn
O:iba
*Input ;a piston labeled MAP (also the crescendo Playback)
Map
O:iba
*Input
Cres_select
0:iba
The input iba labeled ‘learn’, and the input iba labeled ‘cres_select’ are connected to the SPDT toggle switch so as to select
programming for either the combo action or for the crescendo.
Then, a series of *bit definitions are used, along with boolean statements to operate in conjunction with the position of the
toggle switch.
*Bit
Dyna_learn = LEARN and not cres_select
*Bit
Dyna_map = MAP and not cres_select
*Bit
Cres_learn = LEARN and cres_select
*Bit
Cres_map = MAP and cres_select

Saving and Loading Registrations
Associated with levels of memory is the desired ability to be able to save them outside of the organ. This is generally the case
when several different organists have saved their own special registrations on a particular level of memory. Or, if there is only
one level of memory available, then it is even more desirable to have a safe storage for each organist's registrations.
On the web site under Artisan file downloads there is a file that contains: SAVEREG.EXE and LOADREG.EXE. Their
purpose is as their name implies: to save a registration, and then later load it back onto the organ.
In order to use these programs, it is necessary to establish communications between the Host Computer and the Console
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Computer. Use either OTHOST.EXE, or OTHOST2.EXE.
After loading OTHOST.EXE, execute the SAVEREG.EXE program.
The first direction that will appear on the Host Computer screen is a dialog box asking for the selection of the level of memory
to be saved. Use the up and down arrows to move to the desired level, and then hit Return. You will see a few percentage
numbers on the screen briefly as the data is being loaded, and then another dialog box will appear that asks for a filename.
Provide a filename for this level (it can be any 8 character name, probably including in some way the name of the artist to
which the registration belongs), and then hit Return. There is no need to provide a filename extension because the program
will do that automatically. The final message appearing on the screen will be 'Save Successful'.
Repeat this procedure for each and every one of the memory levels desired to be saved.
When the time comes to restore a registration memory back into the console computer, the program to execute is
LOADREG.EXE.
When executed, a dialog box will appear on the screen asking you to select a file. Again, use the Up and Down arrow keys to
select the desired file, and hit Return.
A second dialog box will appear asking for the region of memory where you want to place this registration. Use the Up and
Down arrow keys to select the memory region, or level. Hit Return. Once again there will be a brief burst of activity on the
screen showing the loading activity, and then a message indicating 'Load Successful'.
Note that you can save a registration from one level, and reload it on a different level.
These same two files are in OTHOST2.EXE, the communications program which is a shell, and allows the function keys to
select the initiation of these files. They are found under Function Key F8 in the MAIN screen.
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